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OBJECTIVES OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES
The training activities are included within WP2, Energy Benchmarking in small and mediumsized enterprises, which main objective is to identify a set of robust Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) in European industries of the target subsectors:
-

NACE 1.6: Post-harvest crop activities

-

NACE 10.1: Processing and preserving of meat and production of meat products

-

NACE 10.5: Manufacture of dairy products

-

NACE 10.3: Processing and preserving of fruit and vegetables

Training activities, within task 2.3 Upgrading of team skills, will be developed in order to have
different teams trained on each country (Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Greece, Denmark and
Sweden).
The intention is to train energy auditors, assuring their acquisition of energy efficiency skills
and the capability in the use of measurement devices. After the training activities these teams
would have the ability to carry out energy audits in each country industries.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
Through the task 2.3 Upgrading of team skills, benchmarking teams will be trained by mixed
training activities: theoretical training and practical training.

Setup of benchmarking
baselines in thermal
processes and for
electricity consumption

Training
activities

Assessment of SMEs
against benchmarking
baselines

Figure 1. The involvement of the training activities within WP2

The responsible of the development of this task is CIRCE, with the support and collaboration
of each country coordinator. The training action is divided into three steps. CIRCE has planned
the training activities according to the best schedule of each benchmarking team, such as the
description included in D2.1.
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Theoretical
training

Training
evaluation

Practical
training

Figure 2. Training process

Theoretical Training
In order to provide the required knowledge, which will contribute to carry out the
benchmarking process in task 2.4, the theoretical training will contain the following contents:
-

State-of-the-art on industrial energy assessment and management through EN 16247:2012 and ISO
50001:2011 respectively

-

Thermal energy efficiency

-

Electric energy efficiency

-

Total site Energy Management Schemes

-

Utilities and horizontal energy efficiency

The training documents have been developed taking into account the work developed in
previous tasks. These documents have been adapted according to the thermal processes
detected in task 2.1 with the KPIs, and electricity consumption in task 2.2.
The training documents, included in this document, will be available for all the trained
members of the benchmarking teams. Using these documents, the training will be carried out
throughout 5 sessions of webinars with an approximate duration of 1 hour and a half each
one. There will be one webinar by each lesson.
-

Session 1-. State-of-the-art on industrial energy assessment and management through EN
16247:2012.

-

Session 2-. ISO 50001:2011 and total site Energy Management Schemes

-

Session 3-. Thermal energy efficiency

-

Session 4-. Electric energy efficiency

-

Session 5-. Utilities and horizontal energy efficiency
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Due to this theoretical training is previous to the practical training in each country, it is
required that the time between both training activities is the shortest as possible. Thus, the
theoretical training will be held twice, a first call (a) in the first period of the practical training
and a second call (b) for the latest cooperatives in doing the practical training.
The webinars will be given using WebEx, a teleconference platform, in real time. The trained
members will receive by mail the link for the platform access. Through this platform, the
trained members will attend to the theoretical training sessions, and after they will be able to
solve doubts in real time. A list of attendees will be done in order to gather the number of
people of each organization as well as their technical profiles.
Session 1

State-of-the-art on industrial energy
assessment and management through
EN 16247:2012.

CONTENTS
What is an energy audit?
- Concept and objectives
- European Standard EN
- European Directive
Before an energy audit
-The customer
-The audit team
-Scope of the audit
-Necessary equipment
Developing an energy audit
-Steps of an energy audit
-Data gathering
- Analysis
- Detection of inefficiencies
- Proposal of Energy Efficiency Measures (EEM)
- Report and presentation of results
After an energy audit
- Deployment of Energy Efficiency Measures
- Savings measurement and verification

Table 1. List of contents of the Session 1

Session 2

ISO 50001:2011 and total site Energy
Management Schemes

CONTENTS
What is an Energy Management System?
Benefits
Continuous improvement of processes cycles
What kind of company could be certified under
Energy Management System?
Energy Audits vs ISO 50.001
Introduction of Standard ISO 50.001
Terms and definitions
Energy Management Requirements of Standard
Certification

Table 2. List of contents of the Session 2
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Session 3

Thermal Energy Efficiency

CONTENTS
Thermal processes
-Slaughterhouse
-Dairy
-Fruit Juices and Purées
-Arable crops, drying and storage
Energy Efficiency in boilers
-Types of boilers
-Energy balance in boilers
-Combustion
Energy efficiency improvement s in boilers
-Combustion regulation
-Combustion fumes heat recover
-Pipes isolation
-Heat recover from condensates
Energy Efficiency in Dryers
-Saving measures
-Parameters

Table 3. List of contents of the Session 3

Session 4

Electrical energy efficiency

CONTENTS
Electrical processes
-Slaughterhouse
-Dairy
-Fruit Juices and Purées
-Arable crops, drying and storage
Energy Efficiency in industrial cold production
-Sectors main cool demand processes
-Energy efficiency in wall camber surfaces
-Energy efficiency in cooling systems
Energy efficiency in engines
-Electric engines classification
-Performance definition
-Opportunities to save energy
Energy Efficiency in electric transformers.

Table 4. List of contents of the Session 4
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Session 5

Utilities and horizontal energy
efficiency

CONTENTS
Energy efficiency in lighting
-Energy efficiency in installations
-Improve of installed equipment
-Installation of energy saving devices
-Switch on and switch off devices.
Energy efficiency in compressed air
-Operation compressor All/Nothing
-Variable Speed Compressor
-A control system
-General Improvements
Measurement devices
-Lux Meter
-Combustion Gas Analyzer
-Grid Analyzer
-Thermographic camera

Table 5. List of contents of the Session 5

Training Evaluation
In order to ensure the correct acquisition of the necessary knowledge the trained members
will have to do a test exam after the theoretical training. The access to the exam will be
through a web platform or by email. The trained member will have to pass this exam with at
least the 60% of the correct answers. In case the trained member does not pass the exam,
there will be another opportunity. The project coordinator and the WP leader will have to
discuss in case two opportunities is not enough.

Practical Training
Once the trained members pass the exam, the practical training will take place in every
country where benchmarking analyses will be carried out. This practical training will include
the acquisition of skills about how to use the measurement equipment: grid analyser, gas
analyser, thermal cameras among others, depending on the real industry used for this issue.
Two people from CIRCE will be in charge of travelling to each country to give practical
training during one day. CIRCE will take into account the equipment available of each team to
complete the training using its own.
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The schedule of the theoretical activities is included below.

JANUARY 2017
MONDAY
2

TUESDAY
3

WEDNESDAY
4

THURSDAY
5

FRIDAY
6

9
SESSION N.1a
16
SESSION N.3a
23

10

11

13

14

15

17

18

20

21

22

24

25

12
SESSION N.2a
19
SESSION N.4a
26

27
EVALUATION
a

28

29

SESSION N.5a
30
31
P. FRANCE

SATURDAY SUNDAY
7
8

FEBRUARY 2017
MONDAY

TUESDAY

6

7

13

14

20
21
SESSION N.1b
27
28
SESSION N.3b P. SWEDEN
P. SWEDEN &
COPENHAGEN

WEDNESDAY
1
8
P. GREECE
15
22

THURSDAY
2
P. FRANCE
9

FRIDAY
3

SATURDAY SUNDAY
4
5

10

11

12

16

17

18

19

23
SESSION N.2b

24

25

26

MARCH 2017
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
1

6
SESSION N.5b
13
EVALUATION
b

7

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
2
3
SESSION N.4b
P. SWEDEN & COPENHAGEN
8
9
10

14

15

16

17

SATURDAY SUNDAY
4
5

11

12

18

19
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20

21

27

28

22
23
P.SPAIN+PORTUGAL
29
30

24

25

26

31

APRIL 2017
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

28

29

30

26
P. ITALY

SATURDAY SUNDAY
1
2

Table 6. Training activities schedule

ANNEXES
Annex I-. Session 1-. State-of-the-art on industrial energy assessment and management
through EN 16247:2012.
Annex II-. Session 2-. ISO 50001:2011 and total site Energy Management Schemes
Annex III-. Session 3-. Thermal energy efficiency
Annex IV-. Session 4-. Electric energy efficiency
Annex V-. Session 5-. Utilities and horizontal energy efficiency
Annex VI-. Model of list of attendees.
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State of the art on Industrial Energy
Assessment (EN 16247:2012)
Webinar nº 1

CONTENTS
1.What is an energy audit?
- Concept and objectives
- European Standard EN
- European Directive
2. Before an energy audit
- The customer
- The audit team
- Scope of the audit
- Necessary equipment
3. Developing an energy audit
- Steps of an energy audit
- Data gathering
- Analysis
- Detection of inefficiencies
- Proposal of Energy Efficiency Measures (EEM)
- Report and presentation of results
4. After an energy audit
- Deployment of Energy Efficiency Measures
- Savings measurement and verification

1. What is an energy audit?
Concept (European Standard EN 16247-1:2012)
Energy Audit:
Systematic inspection and analysis of energy use y consumption in a location,
building, system or organization, in order to:
-

Identify and inform about the energy flows

-

Identify potential for improvement of energy efficiency

Energy Auditor:
Person, team or organization who develops an energy audit. (requirements:
capability, confidentiality, impartiality, transparency)
Competence of energy auditors in EN 16247-5

1. What is an energy audit?
General objectives
Reasons to develop an energy audit:
-

Reduce energy consumption

-

Reduce energy costs

-

Reduce environmental impact: raw materials, CO2, etc.

-

Obtain deeper knowledge about your processes and facilities

-

Optimize operation and extend working life of equipment

-

Comply with legislation or voluntary obligations

Specific objectives and scope must be stated by the auditor and the
company being audited in each case.

1. What is an energy audit?
Specific Objectives
1.

Describe processes and facilities in energy aspects.
- Set up an inventory with main features of energy equipment.

2.

Analyse energy use and consumption:
What energy sources?, How much?, How? and Where?

3.

-

Analyse energy supply.

-

Analyse and define operating conditions of equipment.

-

Identify inefficiencies.

Develop the Energy Balance by processes or equipment.
-

4.

Additionally: develop Baseline and Energy Performance Indicators.

Proposal of Energy Efficiency Measures (EEM), including energetic and economic
assessment in each.

1. What is an energy audit?
European Directive 2012/27/UE
Objective: 20% increase of EE in UE until 2020  challenging...
-

Non-SME companies  must perform energy audit, except those with
existing Energy/Environmental Management Systems:
-

Before 05/12/2015  Spain already out of time! Until 13/11/2016

-

Must be renewed every 4 years

-

Certification for energy services suppliers and energy auditors.

-

Promotion of EE in heating and cooling: Strengthening of district heating
and cogeneration systems.

-

Metering of energy consumption in thermal facilities.

1. What is an energy audit?
European Directive 2012/27/UE
(transposition in Spain: RD 56/2016, 13/02/2016)
Minimum requirements for energy audits:
-

Based in operational data that are measured, updated and verifiable:
-

Energy consumption

-

Load profile of electrical consumption (if possible)

-

Detailed consumption analysis of buildings and facilities, including internal transport.

-

Consider Life Cycle Costs, if possible.

-

Representative enough in order to develop a reliable analysis of the current situation
an the energy efficiency opportunities.

-

Allow detailed calculations for EE measures.

1. What is an energy audit?
European Standards EN
(higher than European Directive requirements)
•

UNE-EN 16247-1 (2012). Energy audits. Part 1: General requirements

•

UNE-EN 16247-2 (2014). Energy audits. Part 2: Buildings

•

UNE-EN 16247-3 (2014). Energy audits. Part 3: Processes

•

UNE-EN 16247-4 (2014). Energy audits. Part 4: Transport

•

UNE-EN 16247-5 (2015). Energy audits. Part 5: Competence of energy auditor.

1. What is an energy audit?

EN Standard 16247-1

Quality of the
auditor an the audit

Steps in the energy
audit process

1. What is an energy audit?
Connection with ISO 50.001: Energy management systems
Depending on the scope of the energy audit:

1. What is an energy audit?
Positive issues in energy audits
-

Energy efficiency is transversal to all production sectors: knowledge
and know-how in energy is transferred to companies.

-

Win-win:
-

The audit team: work consolidation and specialization.

-

The company being audited: energy and economic savings, higher
knowledge and communication.

-

Manufacturing and installer companies: potential collaboration due to
energy audits.

-

Environment and society: reduction of energy consumption and CO2
emissions  help to prevent climate change

1. What is an energy audit?
Hot spots in energy audits
-

Scope definition of the energy audit between companies: it must be very
clear so there will be no “surprises”

-

Staff members of the company designated to the audit: they must be
committed and have some time reserved.

-

Auditors: must be capable of doing what is agreed in the scope.

-

Documentation of occupational risks between companies: must be
managed before the audit starts.

2. Before an energy audit
The customer…
-

Defines type of energy audit: buildings, industry, transport, etc.

-

May be private or public sector (existing data, external factors
(elections, working pressure), impact of measures, etc.).

-

Will decide future investments on energy efficiency measures proposed
by the auditors.

-

Must appoint a person/s responsible for guiding auditors though the
facilities, collect and deliver requested data, coordinate involved areas.

-

The appointed should have some technical knowledge and expertise,
as well as commitment and time reserved for the audit.

2. Before an energy audit
The customer…
-

Variety of industrial sectors :
- In Spain: CNAE classification
- i.e.: agroindustry, iron, chemical, etc.

-

Information sources:
- BREF documents (European Comission):
Reference document on BATs (Best
Available Techniques)

- Technological guides

BREF Documents

2. Before an energy audit
The auditor team:
-

Must have a high technical level, and multidisciplinary work team
(thermal and electrical facilities, processes, renewable en., etc.).

-

Requires the confidence in all levels of the audited company.

-

Should have also commercial skills.

-

Obligations of the auditor team:
-

Inform about the audit plan.

-

Minimise interferences in the day-to-day operations.

-

Follow specific issues about occupational risks in the company.

-

Develop the audit with the agreed scope in the agreed period.

2. Before an energy audit
Necessary equipment for auditors
-

Depending on the audit scope and objectives, as well as previous
information.

-

Examples: grid analyser, flue gas analyser, luxmeter, flowmeter,
termohygrometer, thermographic camera, etc.

-

It is NOT absolutely necessary for performing the energy audit.

Previous necessary Documentation
-

Confidentiality agreement.

-

Exchange and registration of Occupational Risks documentation
between de auditing and the audited companies.

2. Before an energy audit
Define the scope of the energy audit
-

Scope definition depending on :
-

Needs of the company and previous information available.

-

Competences and equipment of energy auditors.

Specifically:
-

-

Depending on systems included and detail level:
-

Global audit: absolutely everything

-

Audit of specific production processes

-

Audit of auxiliary processes: HVAC equipment, lighting, compressed air, etc.

Depending on the BUDGET
-

Budget for energy audit with the agreed scope

-

Budget for energy audit and deployment of measures (by ESCOs)

-

Subsidies

-

It may be called an energy “assessment”, “analysis”, “audit”, etc.

2. Before an energy audit
Initial Checklist
Does the company have info about…?
-

General info?

-

Diagrams of electric and thermal facilities?
Equipment inventory?
Operating parameters?

-

General consumption metering? Indicators?
Metering or monitoring systems by processes?

-

Previous energy audits or assessments.
Energy Efficiency measures already developed or planned

3. Developing an energy audit
Steps of the energy audit (i)

KICK-OFF
MEETING

DATA
GATHERING
(DOCS)

DATA
GATHERING
(FIELDWORK)

•
•
•
•

Auditor: request general info and inform about the energy audit.
Final agreement about objectives, scope, periods, practical aspects.
Company: appointment of the person in charge of the audit.
Plan visits and corresponding requirements.

•
•
•
•
•

Data about energy consumption (bills): electricity, fuel, gas…
Documentation about facilities, processes, equipment.
Electric, thermal and process diagrams, etc.
Data about previous measurements, maintenance operations, etc.
Previous energy audits or assessments.

•
•
•
•

Inspection of processes and facilities.
Equipment identification and operation assessment.
Performing of measurements when required.
Initial ideas of energy efficiency measures.

3. Developing an energy audit
Steps of the energy audit (ii)

ANALYSIS,
BALANCES
AND EEMs

REPORT

FINAL
MEETING

• Data analysis: docs, measurements, etc.
• Description of current situation: operating conditions, energy
inventory and balances, energy indicators, etc.
• Description of inefficiencies and incidences.
• Proposal of Energy Efficiency Measures.
• Meeting the objectives and terms
• Document the whole work: data collected, measurements
done, analysis, assumptions made, calculation methodology,
assessment of the proposed EEMs.
• Report delivery
• Presentation of results and explanation
• Discussion, conclusions and future options.

3. Developing an energy audit
Gantt diagram. Example

Month 1
Kick Off meeting

Data Gathering
General Data
Documentacion About facilities, processes, equipment

Electric, thermal and process diagrams
Performing of measurements when required
Analysys balance and EEM
Data analysis
Proposal of Energy Efficiency Measures

Report
Document. The whole work: data collected, measurements
done, analysis, assumptions made.
Assesment ot the proposed EEMs
Final Meeting

Month 2

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
General information of the company
-

Sector

-

Number of employees

-

Calendar and timetable

-

Processes and facilities involved

-

Annual/monthly production

-

Global energy supplies and bills

-

Other…

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Technical data: schemes and diagrams of facilities
(depending on scope and objectives)
-

Plant and processes layout drawings

-

Electric wiring diagrams, including equipment and meters

-

Gas distribution diagrams, including equipment and meters

-

Water distribution diagrams (piping, pumps, cooling towers)

-

Compressed air diagrams

-

HVAC diagrams

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Technical data: schemes and diagrams of facilities
Example. Simplified electrical diagram with equipment and meters

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Technical data: equipment inventory
(depending on scope and objectives)

-

Construction elements of building: envelope, materials, etc.

-

HVAC: number, type, model, power, working hours, age, COP, use and maintenance.

-

Lighting: number, type, model, power, working hours, age, location, accessories.

-

Boilers: number, type, model, power, working hours, age, efficiency (nominal and
operating), applications, yearly consumption.

-

Engines: number, type, model, power, working hours, age, IE class, constant/variable
torque, Variable Speed Drive.

-

Specific data of process equipment

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Consumption data (energy)
•
•

•

Data from bills and/or meters by type of energy and by process/systems: electricity,
gas, etc.
Global energy consumption(monthly data) during a complete cycle, at least 1year
before energy audit.
Specific process/equipment energy consumption by means of internal meters.

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Consumption data (energy)
500

3

450
400
350

2,5
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300
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200
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100

1
0,5

50
0

0

Production(Mton)

Electrical consumption(MWh)

Evolution of electrical consumption

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering
Load curves (power)
-

Data from monitoring systems in different processes/equipment:
electricity, gas, fuel, etc.

-

Analysis of processes/systems real operation and inefficiency detection.
Power curves every fifteen minutes june 2016

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Why measure? Depending on the scope and objectives.

-

It is not always necessary

-

It is necessary if there is no information enough to:

-

-

Develop energy balance in a reliable way

-

Analyse real operating conditions of equipment

It is necessary to detect inefficiencies and incidences:
-

In electric facilities

-

In thermal facilities

-

Other parameters

How measure?
-

In adequate conditions, depending on the objective: normal operating conditions, under specific load,
specific climate, etc.

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Grid analyser, example in a variable torque engine
-

Curve load analysis, real operation in power and time, load factor.

-

Power factor (reactive energy), balancing of power lines, grid quality, harmonics, stand-by
consumption, etc.

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Thermographic camera…
In thermal facilities: Boilers, cooling equipment, building
envelope, piping:
-

Insulation inspection, thermal bridges.

-

Heat losses assessment

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Thermographic camera…
In electrical systems:
-

Facilities inspection, inadequate maintenance

-

Inadequate project design

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Flue gas analyser

-

Combustion assessment and emission analysis

-

Efficiency of boilers/furnaces

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
CO2 meter
-

measures CO2 concentration in air, for
air quality assessment

CO meter
-

measures CO concentration in air
closed to combustion processes, for
safety reasons.

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Measurement of thermal parameters in buildings
(temperature, humidity, air velocity, etc.)
-

HVAC consumption analysis

-

Control air infiltrations

anemometer

termohygrometer

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Measurement of thermal transmittance of building envelope
-

HVAC consumption analysis

-

Envelope analysis

Transmittance meter

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements
Luxmeter: measure of lighting level, indoors and outdoors.
-

Checking required lighting levels

-

Assessing EEMs of lighting substitution
Dialux
Simulation

luxmeter

3. Developing an energy audit
Data gathering. Measurements

Flow metering in thermal facilities (non-intrusive).
-

Analysis of operating conditions in piping

-

Incidences detection

Ultrasound
flowmeter

3. Developing an energy audit
Analysis
On the basis of collected info…
-

delivered by the company

-

gathered on-site

-

from measurements on-site

… Following issues will be analysed:
-

Energy supplies

-

Real operating conditions and load curves of the main equipment

-

Energy balances of the main equipment

-

Registration of inefficiencies and incidences in equipment

-

Energy inventory by source, process, equipment, significant uses

-

Energy Performance Indicators (IEP)

-

Base Line

3. Developing an energy audit
Analysis. Examples
-

Consumption analysis depending on variables

-

Energy balance of main processes. Sankey diagram
Process
cooling

Input energy

Heat
from
smokes

Fusion and
Overheating

Usable Energy

aditivos

3. Developing an energy audit
Analysis. Examples
-

Efficiency of main process and comparison with benchmarks

-

Example: melting glass furnaces

Furnace I

Furnace II

Average performance

3. Developing an energy audit
Analysis. Examples
-

Inefficiency and incidence detection and reporting
- Related to safety
- Related to energy efficiency, without EEM.
- Related to energy efficiency, with corresponding EEM.

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory
-

Breakdown of energy consumption, disaggregated by processes, systems,
equipment, areas or other classification.
Consumption data
(bills and meters):
- Electric
- Gas, fuel, biomass, etc.

Equipment inventory:
- Thermal equipment
- Electric equipment
- Processes

Analysis
- Calculations
- Assumptions
- Adjustments

Measurements on-site
- Thermal equipment
- Electric equipment
- Other

Energy inventory
- By processes
- By system/equipment
- By areas
Energy Efficiency
Measures (EEMs)

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory

-

The consumption metered should match the consumption calculated
with power and operation hours of each equipment
E=P·t

-

What E?
-

Metered E?

-

Assumptions made?

E = PN · f · t
-

What P?

E = PN · teq
-

What t?

-

Nominal power?

-

Suggested by user?

-

Measured real power?

-

Measured in an adequate period?

Calculation process:
-

For each source, pre-calculate global consumption as an aggregation of equipment
consumption (Eglobal=P1·t1 + … + Pn·tn)

-

Compare with global energy consumption metered for each source

-

Fix consumptions that are absolutely certain (depending on info).

-

Adjust consumption of the rest: proportionally, make assumptions, ...

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory
-

Breakdown of energy consumption by source and costs
Desglose
consumos energéticos
EnergydeConsumption

Energy Cost

14,1%

85,9%
Natural
gas
Gas
Natural

Electricity
Energía
Electrica

Natural gas

Electricity

3. Developing an energy audit

Sources

Energy inventory

Electricity
Gas

- Breakdown of energy consumption by
source, processes and
systems/equipment

Fuel
Biomass high LCI
Biomass low LCI

Processes
Lighting
Auxiliar processes

Systems

Alcoholic
fermentation

Boilers

Racked and
pressing

Heat Pump

Bottling

Cold Systems
Enginesvariable load
Engines- full
load

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory
-

Identification of significant uses of
energy by source

Pareto:
20% of uses  80% energy

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory
Sankey diagram
by processes

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy inventory
-

Monthly evolution for consumption: global, by processes, systems, ...
Analyse, inform and search explanations
Electricity: by billing periods

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy Performance Indicators (IEP)
Specific energy consumption at different levels: global, by process, etc.
Is an objective parameter to compare energy efficiency in different moments, within processes, facilities, etc.
with other plants in the sector or reference plants (BREF documents).

Example of Energy Performance Indicators :
-

Energy consumption:
kWh/ ton
kWhe/ ton
kWht/ ton
kWhe/ user
kWht/ user
kWh/ unit
kWh/ (inhab·year)

kWhe/(year·m2úseful)
kWht /(year·m2useful)
kWht/(año·m2heat)
kWht/(año·m2cooling)
kWhe/(año·m2lighting)
kWhe/ m3compressor

Emissions:
kg CO2/ kWh
kg CO2/ kWhe
kg CO2/ kWht
kg CO2/ user
kg CO2/ ton

-

Costs:

€/ kWh
€/ kWhe
€/ kWht_ cold
€/ kWht_heat
€/ ton

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy Performance Indicators (EPin)
Examples:
- Energy performances indicators
- for main process
- for the whole plant
- Monthly evolution of indicator

3. Developing an energy audit
Base Line
Equation that describes energy consumption (gas, electricity, etc.) depending
on the main process variables
How? A linear regression analysis is performed
Why? Objectives:
-

Describe energy consumption on the basis of reliable past data

-

Predict energy consumption in the future

-

Savings verification from EEMs (although conditions would change).

Example: glass production
-

Main variables in gas.
-

Tons/month produced

-

HDD

-

Main variables in electricity.
-

Tons/month produced

-

Kind of Products

-

Ambient temperature

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy Efficiency Measures
For each EEM:
-

Description and scope
-

Technical calculations

-

Deployment issues
S us tituc ión de la c aldera de g as óleo por c aldera de
biomas a

Medida 5b
Metodolog ía de c álc ulo

-

L os ahorros energéticos s e calculan tomando como bas e las s iguientes s upos iciones :

Savings to be achieved with EEM
-

Energy savings (kWh/year)

-

Economic savings (€/year)

-

CO2 emission savings (kgCO2/year)

- C os te medio del kW h de biomas a: 0,033 €/kW h
- C os te medio del kW h de gas óleo: 0,0476 €/kW h
- F actor emis ión para el gas óleo: 0,305 kgC O 2eq
C ons umo gas óleo = 435.000 / 0,85 = 512.000 kW h
C os te gas óleo = 512.000 x 0,0476 = 24.371 €
C ons umo biomas a = 435.000 / 0,90 = 483.333 kW h
C os te biomas a = 493.333 x 0,033 = 15.950 €
Ahorro energético = 512.000 - 483.333 = 28.667 kW h
Ahorro económico = 24.371 - 15.950 = 8.421 €
Ahorro emis iones = 512.000 kW h x 0,305 kgC O 2eq/kW he = 156.160 kg C O 2eq
A la hora de realizar la tabla res umen de ahorros económicos y energéticos s e cons idera
que la medida va a implantars e en agos to del año 2013.

Ahorro energ étic o anual

Ahorro ec onómic a anual

Ahorro de ems iones

28.667 kWh/año

8.421 €/año

156.160 kg C O2/año

E s timac ión del c os te de implantac ión

-

Economic analysis - option1: simple

72.000 €
E s timac ión del período de rec uperac ión
12,5

-

Estimated investment for EEM deployment (€)
Payback (years)

R educ c iones en el período 2012 - 2016

Ahorro
energético anual
(kWh)
Ahorro
económico anual
(€)
Emisiones
evitadas (kg
CO2eq)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

0

9.556

28.667

28.667

28.667

0

2.807

8.421

8.674

8.934

0

52.053

156.160

156.160

156.160

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy Efficiency Measures
-

Economic analysis – option 2: in detail (depending on scope)

-

-

-

Detailed investment for the EEM deployment:
-

Quotation from suppliers of the equipment to be installed

-

Quotation from installation companies

-

Quotation for legalising facilities

Variables involved in economic analysis:
-

Replacement costs of equipment

-

Maintenance costs

-

Inflation rate of energy prices, discount rate of money

-

Funding methods and interest rate

Economic parameters’ calculation during life time:
-

Net Present Value: NPV – VAN (esp)

-

Internal rate of return: IRR – TIR (esp)

3. Developing an energy audit
General EEM. Examples
-

Building envelope retrofitting

-

Windows substitution

-

Optimization of energy supply bills (no investment required): adjusting de contracted
power, supply conditions, etc.

-

Actions based on people:

-

Appoint an energy manager in the company

-

Encourage, optimize and coordinate energy efficiency actions

-

Improve user habits in energy consumption

-

Implement and certify an Energy Management System

3. Developing an energy audit
EEM in thermal systems. Examples
-

Fuel substitution by natural gas or biomass

-

Replacement of current boiler with low temperature or condensing boilers

-

Thermal insulation in boilers, furnaces, piping, …

-

Heat recovery systems from flue gas, in order to pre-heat combustion air or raw
materials.

-

Replacement of current HVAC/cooling equipment with high efficiency models.

-

Combustion adjustment

-

Control optimization installations

-

Consumption metering

3. Developing an energy audit
EEMs.
Examples in thermal systems

Thermal equipments in EEM
Building envelope retrofitting
Replacement of current HVAC
Installation of thermal solar
Installation of biomass boiler

Size
500 m2
100 kWe
80 m2
500 kWt

Investment
Ratio
50.000 €
100 €/m2
30.000 € 300 €/kWe
55.200 €
690 €/m2
196.000 € 392 €/kWt

Energy Saving
%
kWh/año
65
26134
29
34800
100
72800
100
750000

Economic Saving
€/year
Payback
1808
27,6
5226
5,7
5038
11
26550
7,4

3. Developing an energy audit
EEM in electric systems. Examples
-

Replacement of current lighting devices with other more efficient

(a fluorescent,

LED, induction, natural lighting)
-

Installing presence detection systems

-

Replacement of electric engine with premium efficiency engine (IE3)

-

Installation of variable speed drives (VSD)

-

Measures in compressed air systems

-

Consumption timing and reducing stand-by consumption

-

Harmonic filtering

-

Replacement of power transformers with high efficiency models

-

Installation of capacitor bank for reducing reactive energy

3. Developing an energy audit
EEMs.
Examples in electric systems

Electrical equipments in EEM
Replacement of current lighting by LEDS
Replacement of electric engine
Installation of photovoltaic
Replacement of street lighting

Size
10 kWe
100 kWe
100 kWe
22 kWe

Investment
15.000 €
50.000 €
180.000 €
44.000 €

Ratio
1500 €/kWe
500 €/kWe
1800 €/kWe
2000 €/kWe

Energy Saving
%
kWh/año
60
24.000
20
80.000
100
156.000
60
55.440

Economic Saving
€/year
Payback
3.604
4,2
12.013
4,2
23.425
7,7
8.325
5,3

3. Developing an energy audit
EEMs.
Examples including life cycle costs
-

Initial investment

-

Replacement and maintenance costs

-

Inflation and energy price evolution during life time of equipment

3. Developing an energy audit
EEM in energy production systems. Examples
-

Installation of solar thermal systems

-

Installation of photovoltaic systems

-

Installation of mini-wind energy systems

-

Installation of energetic use of biomass

-

Installation of co-generation systems

-

Installation of geo-thermal systems

-

Energetic use of waste products

-

Energetic use of waste heat

3. Developing an energy audit
Energy Efficiency Measures
Action Plan
-

Collect and classify EEMs proposed

-

Plan EMMs’ deployment depending on:

-

Safety and current regulations

-

Size of investment: high, medium, low, null

-

Size of economic savings: high, medium, low

-

Payback

-

Easy deployment

-

Specific interests of the customer

-

Other: production calendar, process restrictions, etc.

3. Developing an energy audit

Audit report (EN 16247-1)
Summary:
main EMMs proposed
Background: general info,
methodology, regulation, …
Energy audit: Description,
data used, measurements,
analysis, energy inventory,
assumptions and criteria,
etc.
Proposal of EEMs:
Description,
savings calculation,
investment estimation, etc.
Conclusions

3. Developing an energy audit
Report. Conclusions.
(depending on scope)
-

Potential energy savings,
annually, global and
disaggregated.

3. Developing an energy audit
Report. Conclusions. (depending on scope)
-

Potential cost savings and CO2 emissions savings per year

Current Scenario VS Energy Efficiency Scenario (after EEMs deployment)

4. After an energy audit
Deployment of EEMs
-

-

By installation companies:
-

There should be fluent communication amongst auditors, installers and
suppliers in order to make a successful assessment of EEMs

-

The installing company must review EEMs and confirm budget

By Energy Services Companies (ESCOs)
-

The company is able to include all energy services: audit, engineering,
installation, maintenance, but also project funding end energy
management.

-

Its income is depending directly on energy savings obtained 
Maximum guarantee of the proposed EEMs

4. After an energy audit
Measurement & Verification of savings
-

Energy savings obtained with EEMs can be verified by means of IPMWP
protocol (International Performance Measurement and Verification)

-

Specially important within an Energy Management System

-

Certifications for M&V:
-

CMVP certification (Certified Measurement &
Verification Professional) by EVO (Efficiency Valuation
Organization)

-

CEM certification (Certified Energy Manager) by AEE
(Asociation of Energy Engineers)

Thank you for your attention!
Inmaculada Fraj
Gema Millán
ifraj@fcirce.es
gmillan@fcirce.es
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SECTORS
Thermal Processes in Slaughterhouse and quartering
Scalding Pigs and Poultry

Dehairing pigs

Equipment: Burners

Equipment: Steam Boilers

Singeing pigs

Equipment: Burners

SECTORS
Thermal Processes in Fruit juices, tomato concentrate and Purées
•
•
•
•

Pasteurization
Hot Break or Cold Break
Evaporation
Sterilization

Steam Boilers
Steam Boiler (Thermal Treatment Tª 65-75º C or 85-95ºC)
Steam Boiler
Steam Boiler (Thermal Treatment Tª 35-38ºC, 90-95ºC, 100ºC)

SECTORS
Thermal Processes: yoghurt and semi-skimmed milk, cured cheese and butter
Thermal treatment (Pasteurizer)

Steam Boilers (Tª 50º C, 75ºC, 90-95ºC)

Cleaning and desinfection

Boiler

SECTORS
Thermal Processes : Arable Crops, Drying and Storage
Drying and dehydration

Dryer natural gas or LP Gas (Tª 60-120º C)

Energy Efficiency in Boilers

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Different types of boilers can be classified by the following
characteristics:
Type of
combustion
chamber

• Atmospheric
pressure
• watertight

Type of heat
exchanger
device

Efficiency
rate

• waterpipe

• Conventional

• gaspipe

• Low temperature
• Condensation

Type of
fuel

• Solid fuels:
biomass or coal
• Liquid fuels:
fueloil or diesel
• Gaseous fuels:
natural gas,
propane, butane

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing preassure these are the differences in boilers:

atmospheric

Description

The combustion chamber is openned
The air that is neccesary to the
combustion is taken to the space in
which is installed

watertight
The combustion chamber is watertight
The air is obtained by means of a concentric
pipe located in the top
These pipe is also used to expel the gases

These boilers are less safe

Security

Legislation

These boilers are the safest

The combustion is not isolated

From 1st
installation
forbidden.

January
of this

2010 the
boillers is

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing the preassure these are the differences in boilers:
atmospheric

watertight

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing the device for exchanging heat there are the following
types:

waterpipe
The fluid to be heat flow through
several pipes that surround the
combustion chamber

gaspipe
The exhaust gases flow by a
pipes grid that are in contact
with the water flow

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing the device for exchanging heat there are the following
types:
waterpipe

gaspipe

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing the type of efficiency
European Directive 92/42 CEE
classify boilers according to the
minimun temperature boilers can
operate and the efficiency.
Standard: are commonly use to
produce hot water to constant
temperature from 70ºC to 90ºC

Low temperature: the return water
temperature is from 35ºC to 40ºC. As
lower is temperature as higher is
efficiency due to there are less
losses
Condensation: they are designed to
condensate water steam that is in the
exhaust gases.

Type of boiler
Standard
Low temperature
Condensation

Fuel safe (%)
--8-10 %
18-20 %

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing the type of efficiency

Fuel type

Characteristic

Efficiency

Energy saving

Standard

Low
temperature

Diesel, propane,
natural gas

Diesel, propane,
natural gas

Only natural gas

It operates at
high
temperatures

Input water
temperature is lower
that standard

Condensate the
water from
exhaust gases

80 – 85 %

Condensation

90 – 95 %

100 – 105 %

Aprox 15 %

Aprox 25 %

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Low temperature boilers:
• The return temperature is from 35ºC to 40ºC
• These boilers can adjust the operation temperature according to the demand
• With respect standard boilers the safe can be 15 %

Condensation boilers:
Is a low temperature boiler that is prepared to condensate a big part of the
water steam that is content in combustion gases (Remember that water
also has energy and this quantity is very high in condesation process)
Only can operate with natural gas due to it has not sulfur in exhaust gases
These are the most efficiency with values higher than 100 %

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Some concepts about condensation boilers:
What is the energy that has the water?
The specific heat of water at atmospheric preassure is: 4.18 kJ/kgºC
This means that is neccesary 4.18 kJ to increase 1ºC a quantity of 1 kg of
water
However it is define latent vaporization heat such us the quantity of heat
that is neccesary to pass from liquid phase to vapour at constant
temperature in the change phase point
In this point water at atmospheric preassure needs 2257 kJ/kg to increase
only 1ºC. In the case to pass from vapor to liquid steam gives 2257 kJ/kg
so boilers that can use this energy are very much efficient

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Analyzing fuels: (low heat power and CO2 emissions)
Natural gas = 9.545 kcal/kg

Olive pomace = 4.282 kcal/kg

Petrol = 10.514 kcal/kg

Propane = 11.082 kcal/kg

Grape pomace = 4.575 kcal/kg

Diesel = 10.200 kcal/kg

Butane = 10.938 kcal/kg

Pellet = 4,357 kcal/kg

Querosene = 10.382 kcal/kg

CO2 emissions in several fuels
Natural gas = 2,15 kgCO2/Nm3

Petrol = 2,38 kgCO2/l

Propane = 2,94 kgCO2/kg

Diesel = 2,79 kgCO2/l

Butane = 2,96 kgCO2/kg

Biomass = 0 kgCO2/kg

Energy Efficiency in boilers

In the combustion the following characteristics take part:
1.- The most common used fuels are organic materials that mainly are form by
Carbone and Hydrogen
2.- As higher will be the hydrogen part cleaner will be the combustion and higher
heat power will have the fuel
3.- As better will be the mix between fuel and oxygen more efficiency will be the
combustion

The most important chemical reaction that take place in the
combustion are the following:

C + O2  CO2 + 32,8 MJ/kg
H2 + ½ O2  H2O + 142 MJ/kg
S + O2  SO2 + 165 MJ/kg

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Operation flow scheme of a boiler

fuel

air

Exhaust gases

boiler
Hot water or
Steam

cold water

Energy Efficiency in boilers
In the operation of a boiler there are two different circuits: one from
water and the other for gases

burner

Hot water

Cool water

gases
output

fuel input

Gas circuit

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Energy balance in boilers

The heat that can be obtained
in a combustion corresponds
to the fuel heat power (and
also to the water content in the
air in the case of condensation
boillers)
When the combustion is made
a part of the heat is lost by the
boiler walls and exhaust gases
mainly

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Energy balance in boilers
Performance (%) = 100 - losses

The main losses are:
1.- Heat losses in combustion
gases
2.- Losses by fuel doesn´t burn
completely
3.- Radiation losses
4.- Heat losses due to air
existence in the water circuit

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Evaluate the performance in a boiler

Case 1: heating boiler

In this proccedure is neccesary to measure the water flow that is inside
of the boiler, its input and output temperatures and the fuel consumption

η = performance
m = water flow (kg/s)
Cp = specific heat power (kJ/kgºC)
ΔT = T out – T in
F = fuel consumption (Nm3/s)
PCI = fuel lower heat power (kJ/Mm3)

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Evaluate the performance in a boiler

Case 2: steam boiler

In this case is neccesary to produce a steam flow, its preassure or
temperature, the input temperature and the fuel consumption influence
in performance.
η = performance
Pv = steam production (kg/h)
Hv = steam enthalpy (kJ/kg)
Hfe = input enthalpy to the fluid (kJ/kg)
b = fuel flow input (kg/h or Nm3/h)
PCI = fuel lower heat power (kJ/Nm3)

Energy Efficiency in boilers
The thermodinamic properties of the water depends to the state,
this state can be defined by temperature and preassure.
The enthalpy depends to
the thermodinamic state
and so it influences in the
heat production
Water steam to 1 bar and
99,63 ºC  steam enthalpy
= 2675 kJ/kg
Water steam to 7 bar and
165 ºC  steam enthalpy =
2763,5 kJ/kg

Energy Efficiency in boilers
Energy balance in boilers
Performance (%) = 100 - losses
Gases analyzer to
measure energy
efficiency and exhaust
gases quality
1.- heat losses in the
exhaust gases
2.- losses by fuel that
has not been burned

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Oxygen (O2):
The oxygen that has not been used in the combustion is due to in this one
there is an excess of oxygen and so it is expulsed through exhaust gases.
The measure of the oxygen can show the combustion performance.
Common oxygen values in the exhaust gases:

• Diesel boiler = 2 % - 5 %
• Natural gas boiler = 2 % - 6 %

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Carbon monoxide (CO):
The carbon monoxyde is a toxic gas, moreover is odorless and invisible and it
is produced as a result of an incomplete combustion
Common CO values in the exhaust gases:
• Diesel boiler = 80 – 150 ppm
• Natural gas boiler = 80 – 100 ppm

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Exhaust gases temperature:
A high temperature of the exhaust gases can be as a consecuence of:

1.- too much air input speed that difficulty the contact time of the gases with the
heat exchanger surfaces
2.- dirt in the exchanger surfaces that difficult the heat exchange

3.- wrong operation in the burner
4.- wrong boiler design, inadequate way for the fumes
Common values are : fumes temperature < fluid temperature + 65ºC

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Air excess
The quantity of stoichiometric oxygen (minimum value) is not enougth to do a complete
combustion due to the mixture of fuel and oxygen is not perfect. So that it is neccesary to
provide more combustion air.
This additional air quantity is know like “air excess”, the relation between the real air quantity
and the stoichiometric neccesary is know like excess air coefficient (λ)
The highest combustion performance is obtained where there is a minimun “air excess” due
to it is neccesary to heat less air mass
A high air excess reduces the combustion temperature and needs more energy from the
fuels due to there is more gases volumen
However an adequate air excess quantity is necessary and so that if the air excess is too
low there will be a low performance in the fuel use and there will be more unburned fuel in
the exhaust gases with the negative environmental impact associated.

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Air excess
The air excess can be measure directly to the gases analyzer
The air excess has the following equation
Porcentage of oxygen in the fumes

Porcentage oxygen in the air

Energy Efficiency in boilers
What parameters can be measured with the gases analyzer?
Analyze values
High CO level
Low O2 level

Reason

Solution

Insufficiente air is Increase the air flow that crosses the burner
introduced in the
boiler

Low CO2 level
High O2 level

Excess air

Reduce the air flow by means of the valve that
is before the burner

High CO level
High O2 level

Inadequate mix
air – fuel

Clean the burner injector

Walls temperatures >
room temperature

Old boiler with
insufficient
isolation

Isolation replace

Exhaust gases
temperature > 230 ºC

Inadequate heat
exchanger

Clean the inner of the boiler

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Heat losses in the combustion gases:
Losses = fumes flow (kg/Nm3comb) x (fumes enthalpy (kcal/kg fumes)

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Radiation losses:

This losses are very easy to detect
but it is complex to determinate how
much heat is lost

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Radiation losses (w/m2)

Radiation losses:

Temperature difference (inside – outside)

Energy Efficiency in boilers

Meassures that can be addopted to improve energy efficiency in
boilers:
1.- Combustion regulation
2.- Combustion fumes heat recover
3.- Pipes isolation
4.- Heat recover from condensates

Energy Efficiency in boilers
1.- Combustion regulation:

It is the control of the air/fuel mixture, is crutial to obtain a high
performance in the boiler. It is neccesary to have enough air for having
a total combustion but too much air will produce losses.
The optimum air excess quantity changes with the operation condition
so it is neccesary to have an automatic regulation.
Regulation controlling the O2
They are named lambda sensor
• In 15 sec they adjust the air excess
• This sensor analyze the exhaust
gases and adjust air excess by
means the air burner input

Regulation controlling the CO/H2
•

It affect to the fuel
and air mixture
controling the CO2

Energy Efficiency in boilers
2.- Heat recover from exhaust gases - economizer:
One of the most used devices to increase the performance is heat input water by means
of an “economizer”
The function is to use the temperature of the exhaust gases to preheat the input water
saving the energy necesary to preheat this quantity of water and reducing losses.
It is not possible to
reduce as much as
we
want
the
exhaust
gases
temperature due to
corrosion can be
produced if there is
condensation as a
consequence
of
the sulfur content
in fuel

Energy Efficiency in boilers
2.- Heat recover from exhaust gases - preheater:
The air that flow to be combust is preheat, so in this case is not heat the boiler circuit
water, it is heated the air used in the combustion.
There is neccesary more heat exchanger surface

Energy Efficiency in boilers
3.- Pipes isolation:

Energy Efficiency in boilers
3.- Pipes isolation:

In the same way
like before are
determinated by
means of
termography but
determinate its
exactly value is
complicated

Energy Efficiency in boilers
4.- Heat recover from condensates:
Each kg of condensate that doesn not come back to the input
tank, has to be replace from 1 kg of water at environment
temperature.

Dryers

Energy Efficiency in dryers
• Drying is defined as the removal of small amounts o water from a
material by the application of heat.
• This process can be made mainly by a thermal way
• The fluid used to dry usually is air, water is usually removed by
circulating air over the material in order to carry away the water.

• There are a great variety of driers according different parameters like:
• Transfer heat system
• Pressure
• Transfer heat mechanics (convection, radiation, conduction)

Energy Efficiency in dryers

(1) air output
(2) sensor
(3) drying chamber
(4) base
(5) heater
(6) inverter
(7) engine
(8) fan
(9) control

Q = air mass (kg)*(h1(kJ/kgºC) *Tinput(ºC)– ho(kJ/kgºC) *Toutput(ºC))
η = performance
Q= Generated heat
b = fuel flow input (kg/h or Nm3/h)
PCI = fuel lower heat power (kJ/Nm3

Energy Efficiency in dryers
DRYERS

Exhausted
Air

Fan

Grain bed

Perforated
Sheet
Incoming
air

Air hot

Discontinuous dryers (Dendy, 2001)
Less efficient

Energy Efficiency in dryers

DRYERS
Receiving deposit
Screw

Warm air
Air
distribution
chamber

Air
distribution
chamber

Continuous
dryers Discharge
(Dendy,
2001)
Discharge roll
roll
with adaptable
Speed

with adaptable
Speed

Screw
conveyor

Screw
conveyor

Column Dryer without mixing

Column Dryer with mixing

Energy Efficiency in dryers

GENERAL SAVING MEASURES
1.- The efficiency will be better as higher temperature will be in the input
2.- The waste heat procedure from other equipments can be used for it
3.- It is important try to dry naturally before the dryer

4.- It is important don´t dry over storage temperature
5.- Drying time will be lower as smaller will be the product size
6.- Combustion regulation (explained previously)
7.- Combustion fumes heat recover
8.- Isolation of dryers to minimize losses ( drying chamber, through walls, roof,...).
.

Energy Efficiency in dryers

SAVING MEASURES
1.- Modification in working conditions
• Heat as much as possible to hot drying gasses
• Increase the high moisture content in exhausted gasses.
• Use sensible and latent heat of outlet vapors to pre-heat combustion air.
• Recover sensible waste heat of dry product
• Dry product previously through natural or forced atmospheric flows.
• Recover other waste heat of the factory to heat inlet air to dry.
• Use furnace or boiler gasses
2.- Minimum possible dryed.

•

Dry as low as possible. Don´t reduce product humidity lower necessary.

•

Dry as low as possible. Product must be dried before it is introduced in dryers.

3.- Control of the degree of drying
•

It is necessary to study product drying curve, to guarantee balance between
moisture and ambient temperature

Energy Efficiency in dryers

MAXIM RELATIVE HUMIDITIES TO STORE

Cereal

MAXIM RELATIVE
HUMIDITIES %

Wheat

13,5%

Corn

13,5%

Paddy Rice

15%

Rice

13%

This data depends on weather conditions

Energy Efficiency in dryers

What parameters can be adjusted:
1.- air temperature

2.- air speed
3.- air humidity

4.- product size

Thank you for your attention!
Inmaculada Fraj
Gema Millán
ifraj@fcirce.es
gmillan@fcirce.es
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SECTORS
Electrical Processes in Slaughterhouse and quartering
Evisceration, dehairing, whipping, grading, trimming, salting.
compressor

Cooling, drying-ripening

Heat pumps, Chiller

Engine, pumps, fans and

SECTORS
Electrical Processes in Dairy
Sanitation, skimming-ultrafiltration, incubation, curding vat

Engine, pump and fan
Customer

Cooling, storage, airing

Heat pumps, Chiller

Supplier

Storing

Skim
Reception

Sanitizatio.

Thermal
Treat.

Maturation

Shake

Knead /Fermen

Packaging

SECTORS
Electrical Processes in Fruit juice and purées
Extraction, centrifugation, homogeneization, filtration y packaging

Cooling, storage, logisitics

Heat pumps, Chiller

Engine, pump and fan

SECTORS
Electrical Processes in Arable crops, drying and storage
Conveyor, elevator, calibrator, cleaner, grinders, pellet mills
engine, pump.
Cooling equipment, pellet coolers
Compresor and fan
COMMON PROCESSES

COMMON PROCESSES

Supplier

Supplier

RICE

WET BUSHEL
RECEPTION

CLEANING

WET BUSHEL
1st DRYING

2nd DRYING

CORN AND WINTER CEREALS

WET BUSHEL
DRYING

STORING AND COOLING

DISPATCH

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
SCOOPE sectors main cool demand processes are the following:
• Pellets cooler in fodder dehydratation (temperature from 5ºC to 35ºC)

• Cooling, salting in slaugtherhouse (temperature from -3 ºC to 6 ºC)
• Drying/Ripening in slaugtherhouse (temperature from 6 ºC to 26 ºC)
• Storage juices extraction, puree (temperature 4º C to 25º C)

• Sterelizer cooler in tomato concentrate (temperature 35º C to 38º C)
• Cooling in milk production (temperature 4º C)
• Cooling, incubation in yoghurt production (temperature 40º to 45º C, 12-15ºC)

• Oreo and Maduration in cheese production (temperature 16ºC- 10ºC)
• Storage in Dairy production (temperature 5º C)

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:

More common used material is polyurethane panel

Insulating foam

Metallic plates

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:
The polyurethane panel is the insulation with a low thermal coeficient
with values lower than 0,025 W/mºK measuring at 10ºC.
Thermal transmittance with different
materials

Take a look: thickness
differences to obtain the
same thermal transmitance
using different materials

Thickness (mm)

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:
From 2010 all panel has to have a CE labelled according the UNE-EN 14509:2007
in this labell the following thermal properties has to be shown:
1.- Thermal conductivity (W/mºK)  it is a property of the material
2.- Thermal transmitance (W/m2ºK)  it is a property of the final product
As an example: in Spain according the requeriments of the RD138/2011 establishes
that heat flow thorught wall chamber has to be:
•
•
•

< 15 W/m2 (7ºC ≤ inner temperature < 20ºC)
< 8 W/m2 (0ºC ≤ inner temperature < 7ºC)
< 6 W/m2 (inner temperature < 0ºC)

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:

Thermal properties

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:

To evaluate the heat flow the following expresion can be used:

Where:
F  heat flow (W/m2)
U  thermal transmitance (W/m2ºK)
S  surface (m2)
ΔT  temperature difference from exterior to interior
Cool losses will determinate the power of cooling devices

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:

Condensation problems on the exterior side in the walls
Tse = exterior surface temperature
Te = exterior ambient temperature
Ti = interior ambient temperature
Rse = thermal resitance exterior surface
Rt = thermal resistance (1/U)
Example:
Exterior temperature = 23ºC
Humidity = 72 %
Interior temperature = -18ºC
U panel = 0,20 W/m2ºK

Tse = 22,6 ºC
Wet bulb temperature = 19,4 ºC
Due to wet bulb temperature is lower that
Tse there will not be condensation

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in wall chamber surfaces:
Some recomendations:
1.- unless 100 mm of thickness in panel for temperatures higher than 0ºC
and unless 200 mm for lower than 0ºC
2.- Isolate the ground of the chamber is very important (remember a typical
value of U in the ground is four times higher than the value of a panel).
3.- Avoid condensation problems in the walls using an adequate isolate
4.- Check constructive solutions

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Energy efficiency in cold chambers:
1.- Improve insolation of cold store.
2.- Install automatic and fast opening acess doors.
3.- Install conditioning antechamber (to avoid air entry without treatment).
4.- Program properly load and unload, in order not to open cold stores frequently.
5.- Use insulated containers for moving from chamber to trucks

Energy Efficiency in Industrial cooling systems

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

1.- expansion valve
2.- solenoid valve
3.- temperature control
4.- compresor
5.- pressure control
6.- oil separator
7.- fluid control
8.- evaporator pressure regulator
9.- pressure valve
10.- control system
11.- dehydrate filter
12.- pressure condensation regulation
13.- protections engine start

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production
Efficiency energy in cooling systems:
Cooling compresion consist in get through a closed circuit a cooling fluid that operate at two pressure, the
highest and the lowest.
The result is that fluid absorb heat in a space and give it in other one

Performance is measured by Energy Efficiency Rate (EER) – also called COP (coefficient of performance)
but COP is commonly used to refer from heating production and EER to cooling production

Qc (hot area)
E = electricity
Cooling
device

Qf (cool area)

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Efficiency energy in cooling systems:

Qc

expansion
valve

condensator
Wc
compresor
evaporator

Qf

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Efficiency energy in cooling systems:
T
liquid

vapor

1-2  compresion
2-3  heat transfer from the fluid to
the exterior through the condenser
3-4  pressure lost
4-1  heat transfer from the interior
to the fluid through the evaporator

2
3

exterior temperature

interior temperature
4

1

Vapor – liquid mixture

s

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Efficiency energy in cooling systems:
To improve the EER is possible to have several stages in the compression
process
condensator

1

x
1-x

evaporator

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Inverter technology:

• Inverter-equipped air conditioners have a variable-frequency drive that
incorporates an adjustable electrical inverter to control the speed of the
motor and thus the compressor and cooling output.
• Eliminating stop-start cycles increases efficiency.
• Obtained a constant Temperature
• Longer life

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Energy efficiency in compressors.
1.- Replacement compressors with more efficient and
variable loads.
2.- Installation of multistage compressors
To produce different pressures
temperatures.

to supply cold demand to different

3.- Heat recovery of cold compressors
To supply thermal demands of low temperature in other uses (Heating
and hot water).

4.- Centralized control of compressors group
•
•

Decentralized system: Each chamber has its own compressor
• Good control of work load. (Each chamber can swich on/off according to need)
• Worse energy performance in small compressors
Centralized system. Every compressor in the same room, refrigerant is transported to every
consumption point.
• Best energy performance in big compressors
• Remote control

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Energy efficiency in compressors.
5.- Equipment to obtain floating head pressure
Reducing the head pressure and allowing it to fluctuate with the ambient conditions through
using variable frecuency drive to modulate compressors and condenser fans and electronic
expansion valves (energy saving 15-30 %).

6.- Equipment to improve the system control to operation of the
compressors
Adjusting the suction pressure to the maximum possible, capable of mainting the cabinets
art the correct temperature, by means of an electronic pressure regulator (energy saving
6%).

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Energy efficiency in evaporators
•

•
•
•

Elimination of ice covers in the exchange surface of
evaparators (low energy consumption) trough heated fluid
(no electric) or an hydrophobic surface treatment of
evaporators (new technology).
Control of defrosting periods.
Design to suitable size of evaporators
Using of evaporative condensers instead of air-cooled
condensers (saving 5%).

Energy efficiency in condensers
•
•
•

Adjustment to lower possible temperature of condensation.
Design to suitable size of condensers
Heat recovery of condensers for other uses: to supply thermal demands of low
temperature in other uses (Heating, hot water preheating, preheating of the supply
ventilation air).

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

energy efficiency in cooling systems:

Condensator should to
be install in shadow,
ventilated and away
from any source of
heat.

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Control of temperature in air-conditioned facilities.
•
•

Installation of temperature control systems (thermostats).
Creation of protocol of on/off switch

Installation of cold acumulation systems.
•
•

Good option where cold demand is only in specific times.
Reduction refrigeration capacity . When the energy is cheaper and there is not
cold demand, it is collected cold and it will be consumed when there will be
cold peak demand.

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

Energy Efficiency improve cooling
systems:
1.- to use high efficiency fans in the condenser
and evaporator
2.- to install antyfroozen devices to
maintenance heat exchanger surface optimally
3.- to install anti-moisture sensor to turn on
anti-moisture heaters

4.- to use high efficiency lighting
5.- Remember that installations that use R22 cooling fluid has to change it for other like R407A
or R410A

Energy Efficiency in Industrial Cold production

General improvements in industrial cold production
1.- to keep clean the condensator and keep dryed the evaporator heat exchanger
2.- to keep well maintenance both compresor like the engine
3.- to keep there is enough cool fluid in the circuit
4.- to check the insolation is adequate
5.- to be sure doors are closed
6.- to design cooling chamber far away heat sources
7.- in case it will be several cooling devices install them together

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Electric engines classification:
They are classified according to the type of current that is neccesary to turn them on.
• Direct Current
• Alternative Current
Moreover in electric engines of alternative current the electromagnetic field can be
generated by two ways:
a) By means of alternative current (asynchronous machines)
b) By means of direct current (synchronous machines)

The most used engines are alternative current asynchronous

Energy Efficiency in Engines
In general induction engines are lighter and they have less inertia so it is easier to
adapt the turn speed according the demand. Moreover are cheaper and their
performance is higher.
On the other hand, direct current engines have been commonly easier to control,
however in the last years the advances in power electronic have made possible that
the rotate speed of alternative current engines can be controlled.
PROPERTY

COMPARATION

Weight

Induction Engines < Direct Current Engines

Inertia

Induction Engines < Direct Current Engines

Manteinance

Induction Engines < Direct Current Engines

Performance

Induction Engines > Direct Current Engines

Control

Usually easier in M.C.C but power electronic made it
will be possible in M.I

Cost

Induction Engines < Direct Current Engines

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Performance definition:
The performance of an electric engine is defined like the result of divide the
mechanic output power with the electric input power.

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Performance definition:

The performance is not constant and as higher as the
output power will be, the performance will be higher

But the higher will be the output
power also will be higher the
energy consumption

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
1.- To do an inventory of electric engines that are installed in the cooperative with the

following methodology:
a) Identify the engines and the associated process (pumping, ventilation, drives…)
b) Identify the electric characteristics: Power, demand current, voltage, power factor,
operation regime.
c) To know how many hours operate the engine?
d) Load Factor
a) Maintenance programme
b) Consumption if it is possible (meter or grid analyzer)

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
2.- Correct selection of the engines:
a) It is very common to see oversizing engines, that causes nominal power will
be too high respect the neccesary to cover the needs
An oversizing causes:
• An increasing in the losses
• An increasing in the power installed
• A reduction in the electric power factor (cos φ)
• A global reduction in efficiency energy in processes

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?

More than neccesary energy consumption

2.- Correct selection of the engines:

Power increase to
the standart
nearest

Power increase of a 10 % decide by
the engineer
Power increase of a 10 % decide by
device designer
Real requeriments

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.
EFF1: High efficiency engines
Classification

EFF2: Improve efficiency engines
EFF3: Standard engines
Manufacturers agreement to differentiate
their devices to others
Europe: EN-IEC 60034-2 from powers in the
range (1,1 kW – 90 kW) for 2 and 4 poles
with voltage 400 V and 50 Hz

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.
Currently the requeriments of the EN 60024-30 published by the European
Commision classify the efficiency energy in engines in the range 0,75 kW – 375
kW of 2, 4 and 6 poles
IE1: Engines with a standard efficiency. Similar than EFF2
IE2: High efficiency engines, similar than EFF1

Classification

IE3 : Engines of highest efficiency energy. Losses are reduced a 15 %.
IE4 : Engines of Super premium efficiency.

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Legislation:
•

EU MEPS (European Minimun Energy Performance Standard)

•

On july 2009 were published the legislation to the European Commission that establish the ecodesign
requeriments of engines

•

On june 2011 engines from 0,75 kW to 375 kW will be mandatory a minimun efficiency of IE2

•

From 2015 the minimun performance of engines from 7,5 kW to 375 kW will be IE3

•

From 2017 this mandatory will be extender to engines from 0,75 kW to 5,5 kW

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Legislation:

IEC 60034

CEMEP

IE4 Super premium efficiency
IE3 premium efficiency
IE2 high efficiency

EFF1

IE1 standard efficiency

EFF2

The legislation IEC 60034 is wider than EU MEPS due to there are all
types of engines (explosive atmosphere, break engines)

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.
Characteristics of high efficiency energy engines:
•

More drivers surface so the resistance is lower and the losses by Joule effect (Losses = I2*R) will be
decreased

•

Use of steel with better magnetic properties.

•

Ventilation losses are reduced due to the better design.

•

They operate at lower temperatures

•

They endure better the voltage variance and the harmonics existance

•

The power factor are higher

•

They are quieter

•

The operation lifetime is higher

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.

Less losses in the copper of
the stator

Transmission is optimiced
Optimized lenght

Longer rotor
Smaller fan

Less losses in the copper of the rotor

High efficiency engine
Standard engine

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.

Energy Efficiency in Engines
EU CEMEP classification for engines with 4 poles:

Energy Efficiency in Engines
Classification by means IEC 60034-30:

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
3.- Replace old engines by new ones with high efficiency.

The use of high efficiency engines are recomended in the following cases:
• When old engines have to be repaired or changed
• In new installations

• In engines with more that 4.000 hours of annual operation
• En processes in with engines are working at a constant speed and at maximum
power

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
4.- Install frequency variator
The aim is to modify speed engine to be sure that always is working in optimal conditions.

To evaluate the saving potential of install a frequency variator is difficult so the best way is to
use manufacturer softwares:
•

Omron  Esaver

•

Schneider electric  Eco 8

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
4.- Install frequency variator
There are devices like (pumps, fans, elevators, compressors or transporter belt) that operate
at variable charge.
It is interesenting in these devices to be able to modify engine rotation speed to obtain that
ever will be operating in optimum condition and doesn´t demand more than neccesary power.
The feasibility of this devices depends of:

•

Engine power

•

Number of operation hours

• Charge
Profits:
•

Saving up to 40 % of energy

•

To increase lifetime of all components

•

Less noise

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
4.- Install frequency variator

This engines are working at constant speed when they are
connected to the electric grid, however they are ready to operate
at variable speed if they are connected to a frequency variator
There is a high saving energy potential due to power depends of
the speed at cube so when this is reduced the power demand
decrease too much

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
4.- Install frequency variator
Used Energy

Engine Performance

Load Power

Pump Performance
Useful Energy

It is demostrated that a long 24 hours per day in a engine with 37 kW the real power demanded is an
average of 26,5 kW. Daily energy consumption is 625 kWh so yearly this value is 133.750 kWh

Energy Efficiency in Engines
What are the opportunities to save energy in electric engines?
4.- Install frequency variator

Disminución del consumo de energía

Energy consumption reduction

140.000
Consumo de energía (kWh)

120.000

22 %

100.000
80.000

133.750

60.000

126.500

104.200

40.000
20.000
0
Consumo
actual
Current

consume

Energy saving 6 %.
Energy saving implementing saving energy function 22 %.
Payback time 0,9 yr

Consumo
con variador
variator

consume

Consumo con variador y
Variator
energy
función
ahorroand
de energía
al 90 %function
saving

Energy Efficiency in electric transformers
A transformer can operate at full charge or at lower
It is defined charge level the rate between the input current that is
absorbed by transformator and the value that would absorbe in nominal
conditions

I1
c
I1n

Energy Efficiency in electric transformers

If this value is 0,75 < C < 1 the efficiency is OK
If this value is C < 0,75 the transformer is too high so the
performance is lower
If this value C > 1 the transformer is indersized so the operation
conditions are not OK

The problems is  how to evaluate C?
• Measuring by means of the grid analyzer

Thank you for your attention!
Inmaculada Fraj
Gema Millán
ifraj@fcirce.es
gmillan@fcirce.es
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Título capítulo
1. What is an Energy Management System?

•Acts as a guide
•Lying the groundwork for establishing the systems and processes necessary.

•Reduce cost trough a structured and systematic framework
•Gain competitive advantages
•Strength the company´s image

2.- Benefits
•Environmental

and efficiency

•Efficient consumption and optimisation of energy use
•Promotion of energy efficiency
•Reduction of CO2 emissions
•Socioeconomic

•Cost reduction. Increase competitiveness
•Reduction in external energy dependence
•Reduction in energy price fluctuations
•Corporate

image

•Corporate social responsibility
•Compliance with legal requirements

3.- Continuous improvement of processes cycles

4.- What kind of company could be certified under Energy Management
System?
For all kinds of organization, regardless their size or their activity.
Integration:
ISO 50001 standard has been developed based on the common elements that can be
found in all of the ISO management system standards such as ISO 9001 quality
management system and ISO 14001 environmental management system.
Requirements
The standard doesn´t set objectives, these objectives must be defined by the
organization and planed.
Interest
Reduce enviromental impact, reduce energy consume and consequently reduce cost
and improve the external image of enviromental commitment.

5. Energy audits vs ISO 50.001
ISO 50001

EN 16247-1

Basic principles

• Integrated consideration of the interacting
elements

• Analysis of energy use and
consumption

Benefits

• Energy management system can be
combined with existing ISO 14001 certification
• Identification of energy-saving potentials
• Less mandatory documentation, can therefore
be implemented simply and efficiently

• Identification of energy impacts and
potentials for improvements in energy
efficiency
• Summary of energy potentials and
measures in an energy report

Work and time needed

medium

low

Recommendation

Certification of the EnMS is suitable for all
enterprises with high energy consumption who
wish to improve their energy efficiency on a
permanent basis, using the “Plan-Do-CheckAct” (PDCA) cycle and the continual
improvement process.

Energy audits make possible
systematic discovery of energy-saving
potentials. Energy audits according to
EN 16247-1 are, however, also a
suitable preparation for installation of an
EnMS according to ISO 50001.

6.- Introduction of Standard ISO 50.001
The standard is intended to accomplish the following :
o

Assist organizations in making better use of their existing energy consumption.

o

Create transparency and facilitate communication on the management of energy resources

o

Promote energy management best practices and reinforce good energy management behaviour.

o

Assist facilities in evaluating and prioritizing the implementation of new energy-efficient
technologies

o

Provide a framework for promoting energy efficiency throughout the supply chain

o

Facilitate energy management improvements for greenhouse gas emission reduction projects

o

Allow integration with other organizational management systems such as environmental, health
and safety.

6.- Introduction of Standard ISO 50.001
ISO 50001 provides a framework of requirements enabling organizations to:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Develop a policy for more efficient use of energy
Fix targets and objectives to meet the policy
Use data to better understand and make decisions concerning energy use
and consumption
Measure the results
Review the effectiveness of the policy
Continually improve energy management.

6.- Introduction of Standard ISO 50.001
o

Every energy management system is different. It must be made –tomeasure for the company.

o

This Standard must be useful for the company.

o

To establish this standard it is necessary to know about energy, and
process, have experience and know how to quantify the effects of energy
saving measures.

6.- Introduction of Standard ISO 50.001
o

Plan : conduct the energy review and establish
the baseline, energy performance indicators
(EnPIs), objectives, targets and action plans
necessary to deliver the results in accordance
with the opportunity to improve energy
performance and the organization’s energy policy.

o

Do : implement the energy management action
plans.

o

Check : monitor and measure processes and the
key characteristics of its operations that determine
energy performance, against the energy policy
and objectives and report the results.

o

Act : take action to continually improve energy
performance and the EnMS.

7.- Terms and definitions
o

Boundaries: physical or site limits and/or organizational limits as defined by the organization

EXAMPLE: A process; a group of processes; a site; an entire organization; multiple sites under the control of
an organization.
o

Scope: extent of activities, facilities and decisions which the organization addresses through an EnMS,
which can include several boundaries.

o

Energy: electricity, fuels, steam, heat, compressed air, and other like media.
NOTE 1: For the purposes of this International Standard, energy refers to the various forms of , including renewable, which can be
purchased, stored, treated, used in equipment or in a process, or recovered.
NOTE 2: Energy can be defined as the capacity of a system to produce external activity or perform work.

o

Energy baseline:

quantitative reference providing a basis for comparison of energy performance

NOTE 1: An energy baseline can reflect a point in time or a period of time.
NOTE 2: An energy baseline can be normalized by adjustment factors [relevant variable affecting energy use and/or
such as production level, degree days (outdoor temperature), etc.

consumption]

7.- Terms and definitions
o

Energy consumption: quantity of energy applied.

o

Energy efficiency: ratio or other quantitative relationship between an output of
performance, service, goods or energy, and an input of energy.

EXAMPLE: Conversion efficiency; energy required/energy used; output/input; theoretical energy used to
operate/energy used to operate.
o

Energy management team: person(s) responsible for effective implementation
of the energy management system activities and for delivering energy
performance improvements.

NOTE: The size and nature of the organization, and available resources, will determine the size of the team.
The team may be one person, such as the management representative.
o

Energy objective: specified outcome or achievement set to meet the
organization's energy policy related to improved energy performance

7.- Terms and definitions
o

Energy performance: measurable results related to energy efficiency , energy use and energy
consumption

NOTE 1: In the context of energy management systems, results can be measured against the organization's energy policy,
objectives, targets and other energy performance requirements
NOTE 2: Energy performance is one component of the performance of the energy management system
o

Energy performance indicator (EnPI): quantitative value or measure of energy performance as defined
by the organization

NOTE: EnPIs could be expressed as a simple metric, ratio or a more complex model.
o

Energy policy: statement by the organization of its overall intentions and direction of an organization
related to its energy performance as formally expressed by top management

NOTE: The energy policy provides a framework for action and for the setting of energy objectives and energy targets.

7.- Terms and definitions
o

Energy review: determination of the status of the organization's energy performance based on
data and other information leading to identification of opportunities for improvement.

NOTE: In other regional or national standards, concepts such as identification and review of energy aspects or energy
profile are included in the concept of energy review.
o

Energy services: activities and their results related to the provision and/or use of energy.

o

Energy target: detailed energy performance requirement, quantifiable, applicable to the
organization or parts thereof, that arises from the energy objective and that needs to be set and
met in order to achieve this objective.

o

Energy use: manner or kind of application of energy.

EXAMPLE: Ventilation; lighting; heating; cooling; transportation; processes; production lines.
o

Significant energy use: energy use accounting for substantial energy consumption and/or
offering considerable potential for energy performance improvement

NOTE: Significance criteria are determined by the organization.

8.- Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.1 General requirements
4.2 Management Responsibility.
4.3 Energy policy
4.4 Energy planning
4.5 Implementation and Operation
4.6 Checking
4.7 Management review

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.1 General Requirements
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to establish,
document, implement and improve its EnMS according to ISO 50001
standard. The organization should define and document the scope and
boundaries of its EnMS as well as how to achieve continual improvement of its
energy performance and EnMS.” (Item 4.1).
o

The standard :
• applies to all factors affecting energy use.
• Doesn´t specify energy permormance criteria.
• Is applicable to any organization.

o

The organization should define the scope and boundaries

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.2. Management Responsibility.
4.2.1 Top Management
o ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the top management to
demonstrate its commitment to support and continually improve the
effectiveness of the EnMS”. (Item 4.2.1)
o

o
o

Top management should provide the necessary resources such as:
• Time
• Personnel
• Financial
• Materials
• …
Top management commitment is crucial to the successful implementation
of the EnMS.
This commitment must be comunicated and made visible to organization
to encourage active participation.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.2. Management Responsibility
4.2.2 Management representative
o ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the top management to
appoint a management representative(s) to promote awareness and
oversee the implementation of the EnMS. (Item 4.2.2)”
o The selection of this person should be carefully considered in order
to fulfill the following responsibilities:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Selecting, training and leading the energy management team;
Coordinating energy management team activities;
Identifying and communicating resources needed for energy management activities;
Working with senior management for planning of resources;
Arranging to deliver energy management awareness training in the organization and
for contractors;
Being involved in drafting the policy and other EnMS documents;
Ensuring appropriate monitoring, data collection and verification activities;
Ensuring instrument calibration;
Overseeing internal audit programmed;
Identifying training needs of staff members related to the EnMS;
Managing the corrective / preventive action system.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.3 Energy Policy
o

ISO 50001 Standard says……It requires the organization to define an energy policy to
state its commitment for achieving energy performance improvement. (Item 4.3)

o

The definition of the energy policy shall refer to the eight points that the
Standard ISO 50001 indicates, suggesting them in its formulation; so that
the energy policy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Will be suitable for the nature and magnitude of the energy consumption and use of the
organisation
Will include a commitment to continually improve the energy performance
Will include a commitment to ensure the availability of information and the resources
necessary to achieve the goals and objectives
Will include a commitment to comply with the applicable legal requirements and other
requirements endorsed by the organisation, related to the use and consumption of energy
and energy efficiency
Will provide the reference framework for establishing and reviewing the energy targets and
goals
Will support the acquisition of more energy efficient products and services and the design
for improving energy performance
Will be documented and communicated at all levels of the organisation
Will be revised regularly and updated when necessary

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4 Energy Planning
4.4.1- General requirements
4.4.2- Legal requirements and other requirements
4.4.3- Energy Review
4.4.4- Energy Baseline
4.4.5- Energy Performance Indicators

4.4.6- Energy Objectives, energy targets and energy management plans

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.1- General Requirements
o

o

The planning process must not only be carried out, but also documented.
An appropiate energy plan is coherent with the energy policy of the organizations
and is aimed at the continous improvement of energy performance.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.4.2.- Legal and other requirements
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to identify and have
access to the applicable legal and other requirements in relation to its energy uses,
consumption and efficiency to which it subscribes”.
The following issues are addressed when conducting energy planning with regard
to legal and other requirements:


How to identify the applicable legal and other requirements;



How to ensure the organization are compliant with applicable requirements;



How to ensure the key staff members have the necessary knowledge to access legal and
other requirements;



How to communicate relevant information on legal and other requirements to other staff;



How to ensure the information on legal and other requirements is up to date.

This requirement is usually demonstrated through the establishment of a register.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.2.- Legal and other requirements


Example

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.3.- Energy Review
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to develop,
record and maintain an energy review as well as document the
methodology and criteria used to develop the review.
The organization shall:
o Analyze energy use and consumption based on measurement and other data:i.e
 Identify current energy sources
 Evaluate past and present energy use and consumption
o Based on the analysis of energy use and consumption, identify the areas of

significant anergy use, i.e:
 Identify the facilities, equipment, systems, processes and personnel working for, or on
behalf of the organization that significantly affect energy use and consumption
 Identify other relevant variables affecting significant energy uses.
 Determine the current energy performance of facilities, equipment, systems and
processes related to identified significant energy uses.
 Estimate future energy use and consumption

o Identify, prioritize and record opportunities for improving energy performance.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.4.3.- Energy Review


The organization shall establish an equipment list and identify different
energy use and obtain energy consumption details for a specified period,
normally a full year on a monthly basis.



The following essential information should be available for the energy
review:
o Name of equipment;
o Unique ID of major equipment (minor equipment such as fluorescence tubes,

desktop,…)
o PC could be grouped together);
o Equipment location;
o Rated power;
o Type of energy;
o Measured energy consumption during a particular period (e.g. monthly record).

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.3.- Energy Review


When conducting the energy review, the following items should
be noted:
1. Major equipment with significant energy consumption should be
itemized, i.e. energy consumption record should be provided for each
equipment;
2. Installation of sub-meter to monitor and record the energy consumption
(such as electricity, diesel, gas and steam) of each major equipment;
3. When measurement of actual consumption is not available, estimation
of energy consumption by power rating and operating hours may be
adopted. However, assumptions and justifications for energy consumption
estimation shall be clearly stated;
4. The energy review should be updated when necessary to add new
equipment and expel obsolete items;
5. Replacement of estimation by actual data through measurement as far
as possible to enhance the accuracy of the energy profile.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.3 Energy Review
Example: Energy Profile

Energy consumption can be collected by:
o

Analysis of energy bills

o

Energy measurements by sub-meters

o

Energy estimation

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.4.3.- Energy Review
o

It is not always possible to take a direct measurement, in which case estimates or
data in the literature must be used, which must be documented.

o

The relationship between energy consumption and the values of the different
variables must be studied and documented.

o

In this stage the organization must search for opportunities for improvement the
best practices can be found in other organisations of the same or other sector shall
be taken into account.

o

Based on the Best available Techniques Reference Documents (BREF or BAT)

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.3.- Revisión Energética

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.4.- Energy Baseline
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to
establish an energy baseline(s) for the measurement of the energy
performance”.


Action items
o Identify, document and maintain your energy baseline.
o Use your Energy Review
o Identify and document your data period



Energy baseline must be established using the information in the initial
energy review, considering a data period suitable to the organization´s
energy use and consumption.



Changes in energy performance shall be measured against the energy
baseline.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.4.- Energy Baseline

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.4.5.- Energy Performance Indicators
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to identify appropriate energy
performance indicators to monitor and measure its energy performance”.


After establishing the energy profile, the organization should identify appropriate Energy Performance
Indicators (EnPls) to monitor and measure its energy performance.



EnPIs are useful tools to enable management to assess actual energy performance against expected
outcomes.
An EnPI can be a simple parameter, a simple ratio or a complex model. Typically, it measures energy use and
its efficiency per unit of performance.




EnPIs could be
o
o
o

energy consumption per time
energy consumption per unit of floor area

o

energy consumption per unit of production
energy consumption per unit of material consumed

o

energy consumption per unit of material transported



The organization can select and determine suitable EnPIs according to the operation to better reflect and
measure its energy performance.
The EnPIs should be updated when business activities or baselines change that affect their relevance.



The methodology to determine and update the EnPIs should be recorded and reviewed regularly.



These EnPI should are used to benchmarking with other companies similar to certified company.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.5.- Energy Performance Indicators
 Examples:
Level

Global

Production line

Process

Ouput units

Energy use

EnPIs

Weight: kg, t

kWh

kWh/kg, kWh/t

Produced Units

kWh

kWh/ud.

Customers

kWh

kWh/customer

Weight: kg, t

kWh

kWh/kg, kWh/t by
line

Produced Units by
production line

kWh

kWh/ud. by line

Customer by production
line

kWh

kWh/customer by
line

Weight: kg, t

kWh

kWh/kg, kWh/t by
process

Produced Units by
process

kWh

kWh/ud. By
process

Customers by process

kWh

kWh/customer by
process

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.6.- Energy objectives, energy targets and action plan
Target 1

Objective 1
Target n

Energy
Policy
Objective n

Target 1
Target n

Action plan

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.4.6.- Energy objectives, energy targets and action plan


Objectives and targets
o

Must be Documented

o

Must be established to ensure compliance with the organization’s energy policy, and to
facilitate continual improvement in energy performance.

o

Should be practical, achievable and measurable

o

Must conform to the organization’s business objectives and preferably provide some
challenge to the organization



Objectives should state what the organization wants to achieve;



Targets should specify how the organization would achieve those objectives.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.6.- Energy objectives, energy targets and action plan


Action plans should:
o be developed to address all of the organization’s energy objectives and
o
o
o
o

targets.
detail how and when they are to be achieved,
facilitate monitoring the progress in achieving the energy objectives and
targets.
include schedules, resources and responsibilities for achieving the
objectives and targets.
be flexible and be able to be revised to reflect any changes in the objectives
and targets.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.4.- Energy Planning


The results obtained from the organisation's plan energy
define:
o Goals and objectives
o Energy programmes (specific and measurable, with who is responsible and
o
o
o
o
o
o

the time frames)
Responsibilities and authorities for the implementation of the energy efficiency
improvements
Competencies, in terms of knowledge, skills and attitudes, needed by the
organisation
Necessary resources
Energy performance of the organisation
Indicators for assessing the performance and achievement of the energy goals
and objectives
Opportunities for improvement for energy efficiency

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.5.- Implementatión and Operation
4.5.2 Competence, Training and Awareness:
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to ensure all
staff and persons related to significant energy uses are competent”.
 The staff must know:
o the importance of compliance with
 the energy policy
 the procedures
 the requirements
o their functions, responsibilities and authorities to meet the requirements of

the energy management system
o the benefits of the energy performance improvements
o the impact:
 with regard to energy use and consumption
 its contribution to achieving the energy goals and objectives

o the potential consequences of deviating from the specific procedures

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.5.- Implementatión and Operation
The organisation must study which functions and activities are related
to energy use and consumption. Example:

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.5.- Implementatión and Operation
4.5.3 Communication
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to address internal
communication in relation to its energy performance and EnMS. The organization
should also decide whether to communicate externally about its energy policy,
EnMS and energy performance.”


The organization should clearly demonstrate communication links in both vertical
and horizontal directions within the organization.



Methods for communication include, for example:
o meetings;

o videos;
o briefings;
o e-mails, posters, memos, circulars; and
o suggestion boxes, employee hotlines.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.5.- Implementatión and Operation
4.5.4 Documentation
ISO 50001 Standard says……”The organization shall establish, implement
and maintain information, in paper or electronic form, to describe the core
elements of the EnMS and their interaction”.
The EnMS documentation shall include:
•

The scope and boundaries of the EnMS;

•

The energy policy; energy objectives, targets, and action plans

•

the documents, including records, required by this International Standard;

•

other documents determined by the organization to be necessary.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.5.4 Documentation


The documentation must establish, implement and maintain
procedures for:
o Approving the documents related to their suitability before they are issued
o Revising and periodically updating the documents as necessary
o Ensuring that the changes and the current revision status of the documents are

identified
o Making sure that the pertinent versions of the applicable documents are available

at their points of use
o Making sure that the documents remain legible and easily identifiable
o Making sure that documents of external origin that the organisation deem

necessary for the planning and the operation of the EMS are identified and their
distribution is controlled
o Preventing the unintentional use of obsolete documents, and applying suitable

identification if they are kept for any reason

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.5.5 Operational control
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to identify and plan
operations and maintenance activities which are related to its significant energy uses
in order to ensure that they are carried out under specified conditions”.
The organization should:
o consider the different operations and activities, which contribute to its
significant energy uses.
o establish / confirm and implement the requisite control procedures.
o systematically review all of its significant energy uses to identify those which

are not already controlled or where existing controls may be insufficient,

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.5.6 Design
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to consider energy
performance improvement opportunities and operational control in the design of
facilities, equipment, systems and processes that can have a significant impact on its
energy performance”.


An example of design in a company:
o
o
o

The expansion of the offices
A new quality control laboratory
A new line (line 2) for packaging the final product

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.5.7 Procurement o energy services, products, equipment and energy.
ISO 50001 Standard says……” the organization shall inform
suppliers that procurement is partly evaluated on the basis of energy
performance”

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.6.- Checking


The most important points are:
o 4.6.1: Monitoring, measurements and analysis
o 4.6.3: Internal audit of the EnMS
o 4.6.4: Nonconformities, correction, corrective, and preventive action
o 4.6.5: Control of records

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.6.1 Monitoring, measurements and analysis

ISO 50001 says….”The organization shall ensure that the key
characteristics of its operations that determine energy performance are
monitored, measured and analyzed at planned intervals”
o These key characteristics shall include at a minimum:






significant energy uses and other outputs of the energy review;
the relevant variables related to significant energy uses;
EnPIs;
the effectiveness of the action plans in achieving objectives and targets;
evaluation of actual versus expected energy consumption

o The results from monitoring and measurement of the key

characteristics shall be recorded.
o The organization shall:
 Define and periodically review its mesaurement needs
 Maintain records of calibration (if it is necessary)
 Investigate and respond to significant deviations in energy performance.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.6.1 Monitoring, measurements and analysis

This image shows the analysis made by monitoring electrical
consumptions using equipment for this purpose (network analyser).

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.6.1 Monitoring, measurements and analysis


Show an example of the dashboard established in a company

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.6.3 Internal audit of the EnMs
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to conduct internal
audits regularly to ensure effective implementation of the EnMS”.
An audit is an instrument for the monitoring and verifying the effective
implementation of a management system in an organisation.
The ISO standard 50001 indicates that internal audits must be performed at set
intervals to ensure that the EMS complies with:
o The provisions planned for energy management
o The requirements of the Standard
o The planned goals and objectives
o The efficient implementation, maintenance and improvement of the energy

performance

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.6.3 Internal audit of the EnMs

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.6.3 Internal audit of the EnMs


An audit plan and schedule shall be developed taking into consideration the
status and importance of the processes and areas to be audited as well as the
results of previous audits.



The selection of auditors and conduct of audits shall ensure objectivity and
the impartiality of the audit process.



Records of the audit results shall be maintained and reported to top
management.

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.6.4 Nonconformities, correction, corrective action and preventive action


Nonconformity: non-fulfilment of a requirement. (to say that you complete an action however you don´t)



What is the difference between preventive and corrective action?.
o
o



Preventive action: eliminates the cause of a potential nonconformity
Corrective action: eliminates the cause of a nonconformity

Steps to manage the nonconformities.
o
o
o
o
o
o

To review nonconformities or potential nonconformities
To determine the causes of nonconformities or potential nonconformities
To evaluate the need for action to ensure that nonconformities do not occur or reoccur
To determine and implement the appropiate action needed
To maintain records of corrective and preventive action
To review the effectiveness of the corrective or preventive action taken

Energy Management Requirements of Standard
4.6.5 Control of records
ISO 50001 Standard says……”It requires the organization to establish and
maintain records to demonstrate conformity to the EnMS”.
For a system to manage and maintain records, it is necessary to ensure the records
are:
o Easily identified, collated, indexed, stored, retrieved and maintained for an appropriate

length of time.
o Legible, identifiable and traceable to the relevant activity

Energy Management Requirements of Standard

4.7.- Management review


top management shall review the organization's EnMS to ensure its
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness.



Records of management review shall be maintained.

9.- Certification

Stages for the implamentation of ISO 50001:
Do an energy policy. It must include a continous improvement commitment of
energy efficiency and energy performance.
Energy Objectives must be measurable and suitable. The Organization has to
consider significant uses and legal requirements. Apart from this, It must bear
in mind its technological capability or economic conditions.

9.- Certification

o
o
o
o

Implementation:The management must provide the means and resources necessary to do so.
Monitoring: Organization must measure at planned intervals and where its consumption has a
significant energy use.
Appliance of a certificate. After implementation and internal audit, certificate of any acreditation
certification body is applied and its auditors review the sent documents by the organization
Lastly, Certification Audit is done in the same place by certification body auditors.

9.- Certification


¿What are the minimum documented procedures needed according
to ISO 50.001?
o Energy review, Baseline and EnPIs (It is possible to include the in the

same document)
o Internal comunication (External If it exists)
o Operational Control
o Recorded and documented control
o Design
o Purchase energy services and products
o Monitoring, measurements and analysis
o Internal Audit
o Non-conformitiy

o Management Review

9.- Certification
¿What are the minimum records needed according to ISO 50.001?
o

Scope

o

Energy Policy

o

Legal and other requirements

o

Training plan

o

The appointment of a Management Representative.

o

Energy review, baseline, EnPIs.

o

Internal comunication

o

Operational control

o

Design

o

Evaluation of suppliers

o

Purchase records

o

Monitoring and measurements

o

Calibration o verification records

o

Internal Audit

o

Nonconformities, preventive action and corrective action

o

Management review record
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Energy efficiency in lighting
1. Energy efficiency in installations
2. Improve of installed equipment
3. Installation of energy saving devices
4. Switch on and switch off devices.

Energy efficiency in lighting
Título capítulo
Lighting: the measure of the power of electromagnetic radiation related to visible
light.

Luminous flux: objective measure of the useful light emitted by a light source.
Symbol: F
Units: lumen (lm)

Luminous intensity: the flux that is radiated by a light source in a determinate
direction.
Symbol: I
Units: candela (cd)

Energy efficiency in lighting
Título capítulo
Luminous efficacy: It is the ratio of luminous flux to power (usually electric power)

Units: lm/W
W

lm

Illuminance: Relationship between the luminous flux (lumens) and the area.

Units: lux (lx) = 1lx = 1lm/m2

Energy efficiency in lighting

Lamps classification

Ligh emiting diode
(LED)
Thermoresistence

incandescent

Gas discharge

halogen fluorescent pipe

compact
fluorescent

High intensity discharge

Energy efficiency in lighting
Título capítulo
Luminous Efficacy and Luminous Efficiency
Light bulb label

The luminous efficiency is expressed as a value
between zero and one.
1 corresponding to an efficacy of 683lm/W

Energy efficiency in lighting
Título capítulo
VEEI: Energy Efficiency Value in Ligthing systems
The energy efficiency of the lighting system in a particular zone is
determined by the VEEI value (W/m2) for each 100 lux. Ratio of the lighting
density in an area.

[W/m2]

P, the total power of light taking into account the auxiliary devices (W)
S, illuminated surface (m2)
Em, horizontal average of illuminance (lux)

Energy efficiency in lighting
Improve of installed equipment:

Lamps

Ballast or reactance

Luminary

Energy efficiency in lighting
Improve of installed equipment
Profits:
1.- Power installed is reduced with the same lighting
Mercury vapour 250 W  high pressure sodium 150 W
Mercury vapour 125 W  high pressure sodium 70 W
2.- Lifetime is higher so it reduces the cost to replace lamps
Mercury vapour 10.000 h  high pressure sodium 20.000 h

Energy efficiency in lighting
Improve of installed equipments:
Problems:
1.- The quality of light can be worse due to Cromatic index is not the

same and it depens on lighting type
Mercury vapour > 50  high pressure sodium 25

2.- It is neccesary to install auxiliar devices
Ballast and starter

Energy efficiency in lighting

Improve of installed equipments:
Replace electromagtenic ballats by electronic ones.

Energy efficiency in lighting
Improve of installed equipments: replace the ballast
Problems:
•

Operation problems in high temperatures.

•

Due to there are electronic components in them it is neccesary to

remove heat to guarranty operation temperatures lower than 70ºC
Improve of installed equipments: replace luminary
Profits
•

Improve energy efficiency in lighting by means to direct lighting flow to the area that is
neccesary to be illuminated

•

With the uses of high efficiency reflectors it is possible to decrease power installed in
lamps

•

It includes systems with IP protection that improve the maintenance operations

Problems
•

It is neccesary to adapt the system (supporter)

Energy efficiency in lighting
Installation of saving devices:
To obtain energy savings in lighting installations it is possible to install
equipments that reduce lighting flow and operation hours.
•

Lighting flow regulators

•

Double levelline installation

•

Regulated electronic ballats

Energy efficiency in lighting
Installation of saving devices: lighting flow ballancers
They reduces input voltages in lamps during determinated time
that allow energy savings up to 40%.
Lower voltages can change according type installations but
due to safety conditions it is recommended to descharge
lamps the following values:
• Nominal value: 230 V F + N.
• Reduced value in sodium: 184 V F + N.
• Reduced value in mercury: 207 V F + N.
Due to voltage losses in the line it is not recommended to
adjust too much theses values.

Energy efficiency in lighting
Installation of double level ballats in each lamp
The function is very easy, the system allows to level of lighting and a
regullator should to turn on or off each one

Energy consumption is very reduced

Energy efficiency in lighting
Installation of double level ballats in each lamp
Profits:
• There are very high energy savings
• It is an economic system if there is a doble level line in the installation
Problems:
• It needs a doble line level in each ligh point
• It reduces power factor so it is neccesary an auxiliar capacitor
• It needs a devices that switch on and off the line (clock, photocell)

Energy efficiency in lighting
Lighting using LEDS
Characteristics:

• Efficiency: very high, around 90 lm/W
• Lifetime: Long (100.000 -50.000 h)
• Cost reduction in operation and maintenance
• Colour: High spectrum of colours
• IRC: high RA = 80
• It is recommended in installations with too many switch on and off (example 
cooling chambers)
Applications

• Trafic lighting
• Information displays
• Exterior lighting of low power
• All applications for interior lighting (lamps, pipes)

•Energy efficiency in compressed air
In standard instalation, It is possible that compressed air consumes aproximately
between 10 % and 20% of electricity consumption. It is almost in every industrial
installation as a horizontal installation in relation to production processes.
No optimized installations waste on average a 30% of used energy of its life on
average. For this reason, energy savings could be high.

In LCC the highest percentage is the
consumed energy.

Energy efficiency in compressed air

Sumario

Operation compressor All/Nothing (Loading and unloading)

1.
•

•

Compressor working
Load. Compressor demands nominal power and injects nominal flow to
compressed air circuit.
Unload. Compressor demandas between 30 and 20 % of nominal power
without injecting compressed air to circuit.

Energy efficiency in compressed air
Variable Speed Compressor
A compressor without variable speed only can control its pressure through
loading or unloading.
For this reason, These compressors in demand periods consume on
average 30% of energy without producing compressed air.

Proposed Improvement:
Installation a variable speed compressor will allow to control period of
variable demand and reduce energy consumption.

Energy efficiency in compressed air
A control System
An automatic control is very important in an installation with several compressors

Advantages:


Priorities management, giving preferences to the most eficcient
compressors and adapting the work load.



Possibility of programming different points of pressure.



Fix a reduced pressure band. (For each 1bar of pressure reduced in a
system of 7-8 bar, consumed energy decrease by 7% ).

Energy efficiency in compressed air

General improvements


Air Leak detection in compressed air net and creation of a leak control and
maintenance plan.



Divide the air compressor net in different areas of production.



Fix adequate working pressure. (a reduction by 20% of pressure produces
a reduction by 15% energy consumption in air compressor).



Heat recovery: Removed heat can be recovered producing energy saving.

Measurements Devices
•

Lux Meter

•

Thermography

•

U-Value Meter

•

Combustion Gas Analyser - Flue Gas Analyser

•

Grid Analyzer

Lux Meter
The Lux Meter allows the measurement of luminous flux (lumen) per unit area
(m2) that provides a lighting value in lux, the illuminance level.
European Standards exist covering minimum lighting levels depending on the activity.

• EN 12464-1 Lighting of work places – Indoor work places
• EN 12464-2 Lighting of work places – Outdoor work places
• EN 15193 Energy Performance of Buildings – Energy requirements for lighting

• EN 12193 Sports lighting level
However, the standards also specify that sometimes “more” is required depending on
the situation.

Components of a Lux Meter

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sensor – Silicon photodiode
Low battery indication
Range selector
Peak function (813) or max function (811)
Measures of foot-candles or lux or off (power selector)
Removable sensor for remote reading
Display
Hold function

The lux meter must be calibrate by an authorised laboratory

Thermography

Thermography basis Título capítulo

Emission + Reflection +

Transmission =

TEMPERATURE

Every object whose temperature is higher than
absolute zero (0 Kelvin = -273,15ºC), sends out
infrared radiation, which is invisible by humans.
In order to know the superficial temperature, is
necessary to take into account these parameters:
• Emissivity (ε), is the measurement of the
capacity, which one material has, to send out
(spread) infrared radiation.
• Reflection (ρ), is the measurement of the
capacity’s object to reflect the infrared
radiation. (Polished surfaces reflect much
more than those irregulars or the same
material without pulish).
• Transmission (τ), is the measurement of the
capacity’s material to transmit the infrared
radiation.

Título capítulo
Parameters to configure in a thermographic camera
The configuration of a thermographic camera is possible depending on the
characteristics of the surface. It is necessary to define the emissivity and
reflection of the material.
Most of the thermographic camera’s software have included a material data base.

There are also cameras with automatic regulation

Keep some ideas in mind

Adjustable colour
scale according
to the
measurement
range

It is important to take a
photograph

Focusing the camera and fit the measurement distance.
Avoid radiation from the sun, lights, etc. they can provide
disturbances

Why thermography is useful?

Termites detection

Humidity detection

Condensations
Infiltration detection

U-Value Meter

Thermal transmittance
The Thermal transmittance or U-Value, is the rate of transfer of
heat through one square metre of a structure, divided by the
difference in temperature across the structure. W/m2K.

Basis of calculation

• The thermal transmittances of most walls and roofs can be calculated
using ISO 6946.
• For most ground floors it can be calculated using ISO 13370.
• For most windows the thermal transmittance can be calculated using ISO
10077 or ISO 15099.
• ISO 9869 describes how to measure the thermal transmittance of a
structure experimentally.

Basis of calculation
 Q/A: The rate of heat and surface [W/m2]
 e: thickness [m]

 k: heat conductivity [W/mK]
 hci: indoor convection coefficient [W/m2K]
 hce: external convection coefficient

[W/m2K]
 Ti: indoor temperature [ºC]

Indoor conditions

 Tsi: indoor surface temperature [ºC]

 Te: outdoor temperature [ºC]
Heat flux through the
wall

 Tse: outdoor surface temperature [ºC]
 U: U-Value of transfer of heat [W/m2K]
U-Value meter equation

Basis of calculation

Thermal Resistance:
RT = Rsi + R1 + R2 + ··· +RN + Rse

[m2K/W]

R = e (m)/k (W/mK)

How is the measurement?
ISO 9869 describes how to measure the thermal transmittance of a roof or a wall by using heat
flux meters. These heat flux meters usually consist of thermopiles which provide an electrical
signal.
For most wall and roof constructions the heat flux meter needs to monitor heat flows
continuously for a period of 72 hours to be conform the ISO 9869 standard.

The external conditions influence:
• The difference in temperature between the inside and outside
of the building is at least 5°C.
• The weather is cloudy rather than sunny
• There is good thermal contact between the heat flux meter and
the wall or roof being tested.
• The monitoring of heat flow and temperatures is carried out
over at least 72 hours.
• Different spots on a building element are measured or a
thermographic camera is used to secure the homogeneity of
the building element.

U-Value Meter
Testo 635-2 U-value set and thermohygrometer
Wireless measurement data transmission via radio;
Both
indoors
and
outdoors
temperature
measurements can be carried out simultaneously;
To calculate the U-Value is possible thanks of three
sensors or thermopiles in contact with the wall. These
sensors measure the indoor conditions;
The U-Value Meter registers all the values and
calculates the U-Value;
This equipment measures both temperature and
humidity.

U-Value Meter
Testo 635-2 U-value set and thermohygrometer

The difference in temperature between
the inside and outside of the building is
at least 15°C;
Measurement in stable zones of the
walls; Avoid thermal bridges and unions;

The external surface should be protected
from the snow, wind, rain or sun
radiation;
Indoor temperature should be constant
during the measurement period.

The Results
It is important to know how to analyse the results, because the
value fluctuates a lot during the measurement period.

Combustion Gas Analyser
Flue Gas Analyser

Combustion reaction in a boiler

Energy Efficiency of a Boiler
To verify the energy performance of a boiler:
•

Direct Method

• Indirect Method
The evaluation of the different losses in a boiler;
• Heat loss in flue gases

• Bad fuel combustion
• Radiant and convection losses
• Heat loss in blowdown

Energy Efficiency of a Boiler

• Heat loss in flue gases
• Bad fuel combustion
• Radiant and convection losses
• Heat loss in blowdown

Flue gas analyser
The combustion efficiency is measured by the combustion gas
analyser.

• Heat loss in flue gases
• Bad fuel combustion
• Radiant and convection losses
• Heat loss in blowdown

Flue gas analyser

Seasonal
changes
in
temperature and barometric
pressure can cause the
excess air in a boiler fluctuate
5%-10%.

O2 represents percent oxygen
in the flue gas. Excess air
measured by sampling the O2
in the flue gas. If 15% excess
air exists, the oxygen analyser
would measure the O2 in the
excess air and show a 3%
measurement.

Flue gas analyser
The combustion gas analyser, measures, display, store and
print combustion efficiency, O2, CO, CO2, along with all of the
necessary temperature, draft, and pressure measurements.

Grid analyser
An analyzer allows you to measure all the necessary: voltage, current
and power parameters for a full diagnosis of an electrical installation. It
provides you capture and record all the parameters, transients, alarms
and wave forms simultaneously to have a complete knowledge of the
installation or equipment under study with a simple and easy use.

Grid analyser
How to switch on the analyzer?
1. The analyzer has two different kinds of connection:
•
•

2.

Connection to the network: to charge the intern battery of the equipment
for being allowed to use it in the field.
USB connection to PC: to download the information registered from
analyzer to the computer.

There are several sorts of sensor you can use depending on
what you need to measure:
•

You have 4 current inputs where you have to connect the current
sensors. The most important ones are:
•
•
•

Clamp meter for measuring moderate intensity (up to 400 A) in AC,
no cables very large section. You have 4 voltage inputs where you
have to connect the voltage sensors.
Amflex for measuring high intensity (up to 6.000 A) in AC, cables of
very large section.
Clamp meter DC: for measuring intensity in direct current.

You have 4 voltage inputs where you have to connect the voltage
sensors.

Grid analyser

Grid analyser
Configuration parameters
ENTER button to confirm and
access to the different menus

POWER Button to
switch on the
analyzer

GRAPH button to show the
value of measurements
POWER button

RECORDING button

Image 1.- Keyboard

Image 2.- SETUP Screen

Image 3.- Colours display

Grid analyser
Within the SETUP Screen you can modify the following basic
parameters:
•
DATE/TIME: Adjust if is necessary the time and the date of the
instrument. To know when a certain event happens when you
analyze the data in the whole period of measurements.
•

COLOURS: Select different options about the colour assigned to
the power lines in both current and voltage.

•

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION: This is one of the most important
steps. You have to choose the type of electrical configuration you
need to make according to the kind of installation you have: a
single-phase or triphase voltage measure. The selected option is
displayed in bold, if you wanted to change it you´ll have to use the
cursors to choose other one.

•

SENSORS AND RATIOS: After select the configuration of the net
of your installation, done in the previous item, you have to select
which sensors you have connected to the analyzer.

Grid analyser
“GRAPH” button: You can check the different voltages
measure which appear in the right side of the screen.
Obviously, if the network configuration was single-phase
you’ll only have one value of voltage. In this mode, three
types of representations are possible: graphic, table and
vector:

• 3U: Line voltage
• 3V: Phase voltage
• 3A: Current
• L1, L2 and L3: The three power
lines with all the values measurable.
• N: neuter line
“POWER” button: You can check the power and energy,
and check if you have installed in the right direction the
current clamp meters, too. There is an arrow drawn in the
current clamp indicating the direction in which the clamp
should be placed, which is in the current flow. If you had
negative values in one or more of the lines, you’ll have to
change the direction of the clamp of each line which has
negative value.

Grid analyser
Saved data:
To save de data you have just recorded is necessary, or to switch off the
analyzer or to wait for the recording is finished. Before consider finished
the process, restart the machine and check that the recording is actually
made.

AUTODIAGNOSIS TOOL
1º STEP: Identify process, systems, and equipment.
2º STEP: Do an inventory of electric equipment and thermal equipment
Electric equipment:
a)

Identify the equipment and the associated process (pumping, ventilation, drives…)
a)

Engines

b)

Lighting

c)

Heat pump

d)

Chiller

e)

Cold compressor

f)

Evaporators, condensators

b)

Identify the electric characteristics: Power, demand current, voltage, power factor, operation regime.

c)

To know how many hours operate ?

d)

Load Factor

a)

Maintenance programme

b)

Consumption if it is possible (meter or grid analyzer)

AUTODIAGNOSIS TOOL
Thermal equipment:
a)

Identify the equipment and the associated process
a)

Boilers

b)

Dryers

c)

Burners

b)

Identify the thermal characteristics: Power, demand , kind combustible, exhausted gas temperatures,

c)

To know how many hours operate?

d)

Load Factor

a)

Maintenance programme

b)

Consumption if it is possible (meter and flue combustion analyzer)

Thank you for your attention!
Inmaculada Fraj
Gema Millán
ifraj@fcirce.es
gmillan@fcirce.es

